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Preamble

After 25 years of experince with television in Africa, there iS widespread

diSappointment with the medium and its capacity to enlighten and educate the general

population.

In preparing this report, the author has taken an attitude of constructive

criticism. The medium:s shortcomings are easy enough to identify. BUt i'ather

than timply identify What is wrong with television in Africa; this paper attempts

to suggest ways that it might be improved and better serve African societies.

The bottom_line is that just about every African government hat dOitided to

deVel-op 6 television service of some sort or another. Television is on the

African continent to stay despite all it's inherent protims. By concentrating

on innovations, successful experiments and improving television's C6Oacity to

-educate and enlighten; this author hopes that the most powerful and potent of

the cOMMUnitatien media can be radically changed and do a better job of promoting

the ocial and economic development of all citizens on the Afritan Centinent;

Part of the motivation for conducting the research for this paper wat te

previde thOse inVOlved in television for development in Africa the benefit of each

other's experiente. As a result you will find this paper chock full of examples;

_Also; because the paper was written with both the layman and the aCadeMic

in Mind, it is somewhat a hybrid of styles. It is not a thesis with one underlying

point to prove and it iS not an elongated magazine article. But it features

characteristics_of both in terms of form.

As far Is the substance is concerned, the paper considers the promise and

pOtential teieVition holds for supporting development; It also looks at where

the medium went wrong and why it is considered a disappointMent in Africa. And

finally, the bulk of the work examines what it might take to get deVelOpMent

support television back on track and what the chances are for making those

changes.

During the research of this paper; the author visited and tenduCted interviewt

in 14 countries including; Senegal; The Gambia, Niger, Ivory Coast, Nigeria,

Zaire, Congo; ZaMbiai Zimbabwe, Cameroon; the United States, France; Italy and

Canada. An attempt was made to make contact with a wide tOrectrUM OF African

society from media professionals and government officials to peasants and

development wirkers in the field. Also, interviews were conducted with a variety

Of international development organizations and non-governmental agencies involved

in Development Support Communications.



To be sure;_most of the reseat-ch wa done in the capitals where the lion's

shatt of officials live and work But rural kfricans were far from forgotten

and innumerable field trips W-eie organized to meet and talk with Villagers abodt

their_development and communications needS;

Finally; I would like to thank Ousseynou DiOp Of RadiO Canada Internationa ,

Bob Huggan Of The International Development Research Centre, Charles Morrow of

The Canadian Internationa, DeVelOpMent Agency and all the others who have been so

helpful Ind supportive and believe in the lititleSS Possibilities for helping

people help the-I-II-selves through Development Support Communication-5:

* * *

For

Jeanie Orr McLellan-Speedie,

a life-long supporter
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Introduction:

African Television's

Unfulfilled Potential



In N'Zikpli, a small village without electricity in central Ivory Coast,

the elders of the community were asked about what they had learned from the

battery-powered television the government had installed in the local school in

1974.

After explaining, through an interpreter, that they had learned a lot about

life outside the village, the men were asked if they had any questions about what

they had seen. The chief was the first to speak: "Is : true that the white man

can fly without wings?" "Why are whites always stabbing, punching and shooting

each other?" another man asked.

* * *

Television two decades ago was thought to be the miracle needed to solve many

Of Afritet problems. It was to be the new_oracle, the catalyst necessary to

usher the continent into the mainstream Of 20th century life;

What has happened to television since then? Is it being used to itt full

Capacity to aid development? If not, how can it be made more effective? What

is the future for this potent and captivating Médium in Africa?

With these questions in mind; a survey of 10 Afr:Can CoUntriet Wat undertaken.

Television was found to be in various stages of development in each country.

BLit ih oath country, great dissatisfaction with the way the medium has evolved

and is being used was expressed by just about Overyone interVieWed -- producers;

government officials, viewers; educators, field workers 5nd aid donors.

However, before one can come to terms with television for developnent, some

other important and relevant questions should be atked: What kind of development?

Why develop? Development for whom? What is the relationship between a traditiOnal

and a modern society?

Though the importance of these questiont iS atknoWledged, this paper does not

attempt to deal with them. The author, it should be noted, is a journalist by

VöcatiOn and will leave those issues to be analysed by those better qualified

to do so.
_ _ _ _

Telev ffon oers a number of advantages to hatioht Where there iS a need

for rapid development of education and the communication of information on

1 0



developmoht. Television has been referred to as "the magic multiplyer and can

be an inspiring teacher when used in the non-formal education of adults.

It has the_potential of reaching large numbers of people and making

deVelopMent goals universally known; Because of its combination of audio and

visual components it can be used to communitate relatively complicated messages

to illiterate audiences. It can also be an inspiring t6talytt fOr Change if 6Sed

interactively to enhance communication between all those involved in development

intluding gaVernmentsi donors, field workers, rural populations and the urban poor.

UNESCO's MatBride Commission in its report acknOWledget the enbeMOUt potential

the omnipresence of communications in modern society has created for education.

The hewly developed communications technology has turned such concepts as the

"information society", "global village" and the "pebble-s right ta khow" into

reality2;

TéleVision 1.ith its captivating message and ability to inform masses of people

provides the African villager the same potential at farMert in India or the

Canadian Inuit for making the transition from a traCtional sbc-voty tb

participation in a modern one; Thomas McPhail contends that developing countries

"may now be able to go from the Stone Age tei the Information Age without having

passed through the intervening steps of industrialilatiOn."3

The authors of BroaticasttnTin_the Third Worla: Promise and Performance find

totititent and persuasive d6ta relating media use to modernizing attitudes and

practices of peasants.

"It is fair to argue that the mass media have an identifiable shaee in the

modernization of individual attitudes and practices. Indicators of economic and

politital Modernity tuth as empathy (the ability to take the role of the other),

innovativeness in agriculture and in the home, or pai-titipation in pOlitical
.4

affairs can be shown to be related to mass-media exposure.

It hat also been suggested that media development contributes greatly to

strengthening the structures of local community life by otatiiig a "pSychit

mobility" or bringing the outside world to remote areas.

"In this way (governments) might obviate the seemingly irreversible trek to

the toWns, Which_in turn makes heavy demands on capital investment in urban

infrastructure."5

* * *
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But despite this "proven" potential, television's record as an educator

and instrument for bringing changes and progress in Africa is a Jismal one.

The medium has not lived Up to itt proMite of enlightening and motivating the

masses;

Nigeria recently celebrated its 25th anniversary of broadcastinj by

examining what television has become and discussing what it might be; The

feeling among government officials; broadcasters and the general public is that

it has failed to meet the challenge of accelerating the development process,

Contributing to the integration ot society and providing the means for

preserving traditional cUltUral values.
6

In fact; there is evidence that the medium has even had a negative inflUence

and enlarged; rather than diminished; the gap between rich and poor and urban

and rural. And instead of nurturing traditional cultural values it has eroded

them iy offering large amounts Of imported programming.
7

Those who need information on development, most the urban poor and rural

population, are usually not reached by television signals; can't affort receivers

or don't have electricity to power them. And since television takes the lion's

share of often limited communications budgets, there is little mOney left to be

spent on other media which are more effective in reaching those with the greatest

need for information on development.
8

Television has been called the "jewel of a tired and spent bourgeoisie"9

because of the fabulous expense of operating the medium and its tendency to

cater to an educated, upper-class, urban elite; Dr. O.A. Fadeyibi of the

University of Lagos' Mass Communications DepartMent describes television as a

reverse Robin Hood.. Poor people's taxes are being used to entertain the rich

and governments end up paying large amounts of moley to send the wrong messages

to the wrong people.

Part of the reason that broadcasting in Africa has been a disappointment

the authors of Broadcasting the Third_World believe; is because the analysis

of the potential of television was faulty to start with. There has been a

tendency to und?restimate the social= cu1tura14 economic ahd political restraints

that combine to limit its potential.

The political restraints have particularly handicapped television's

development. Few governments have encouraged the kind of freedom of expression

12
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in the media which would enable the urban poor and rural populations to better

understand themselves and articulate their needs. Colin Fraser, a communications

consultant formerly of the FAO, suggests that African leaders generally fail to

realize the importance of the human dimension in rural development.

"Most countries use a tiny percentage of their communications budgets for

rural development and very often it suits them just fine that way."
11

In light of the political instability which exists in many African countries,

it is not easy for governments to embrace the idea of giving their citizenry

the means to raise their consciousness, explore various development options 'nd

express their point of view.

According to Universite de Dakar communications professor El Hadj Diouf,

most Afcican governments tend to misunderstand what the real danger is in giving

or not giving their populations a voice and listening to what it has to say.

They fear that once communication channels are opened, they will be used to

criticize and organize re:Astance and even overthrow sitting governments. But

Diouf argues that there is a mich greater risk in keeping the population mute,

ignoring their input and making only cosmetic changes.

Unfortunately, African governments have chosen to implant television

broadcasting systems that are in the style of the western countries that

helped establish them. They tend to be very cumbersome, heavily centralized and

dependent on high-cost production techniques and facilities. In Zaire and

Zambia, for example, so much money has been spent on establishing a highly

centralized and expensive infrastructure there is little left to do the kind of

programmes needed to modernize attitudes and behavior. Both countries have

magnificant, large and modern broadcasting facilities as well as competent

producers and directors. But the production facilities and the production talent

are greatly under used because of the lack of money to buy raw film and cassettes

and to pay production costs.

Also, partly due to financial restraints and partly due to political ones,

television producers rarely venture out of the capitals to mix with, understand,

and finally, assist rural people in communicating with each other and with those

who are trying to help them.

Most African countries have adopted the same approach to television as the

North Americans and Europeans but they don't have the resources to do it. The

13



result is that the broadcasters are spending much of their budgets on producing
African versions of western-format prOgraMmes, programme schedules tend tO be

filled With a great deal of imported light entertainMent and; in most 7:ases,

television is ribt being used as much as it could be to edkate rather than just
divert;

AnY efforts to use television to tottUniCate deve1opm9nt messages beyond
the most general of outlines have been spotty, erratiC, anu have had, for the
most part, little impact. DeVelopment support programming has rarely been

toOrdinated with other development effOrtt and has been decisively unidirectional;
PretibUt little is being done to use the mediUM at a Means to exchange information
between all segments of society.

African television, as a rule, rarely shows or explains Africa tO AfriCant,
it 1-o-oks elsewhere; What we often see on African television is "Dallas", "I

Love Luty"i "Stanford and Son", French police filMt and Other imports with no

redeeming social value.

On most evenings, the African cOntent seen on the majority of African

teleVitions is represented by political speecheti rePorts on visits of foreign

dignitaries, deVelopment "experts", speaking over the headt of the average viewer
in European languages, telling theM how they should develop, or dramat featuring

uPper class characters dealing with typically western problems.

* * *

Despite the costs and handicapt, jUst about every African government hat

thoten to develop television. It is a very glaMbrous medium in any country and
for African goVernments it represents both prestige and a Means for communicating

political messages to largely illiterate populations. A nsumber of those surveyed
agree that if television is tO juttify its role in low-income countries, it tan
only db tO if it is usecLas an instrument of deVelopMent. And it can only be an

effective_instrument if it is integrated and coordinated With other development
12

efforts.

Broadcast signals that reach rOral at well as urban areas via satellitet,

14
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overnment-purchased and maintained grclp viewing teleVitiOht powered by solar

energy; coordinated multi-media campaigns and local animation, intreased feedback

ahd inter-action between broadcaster and viewer and decentralized or community

broadcasting and video in local languages, are Seen by many as the future for

development support television;

Durin(.; a threp-month, 10 country survey Of television broadcasting in Africa

some encouraging signs were seen. Nigeria has plant te COMpletely restructure

its 32 station network and prOgramming orientation to make it Mbi-e responsive

to developmental needs and relevant to a larger percentage,of the population.

The Nigerian Television Authority will be partly decentralized by giving the

local stations the resources to produce for the lational hetWOrk at Well as

their local programming.

Ivory Coast has started to coordinate non-for-Mal educational television

broadtasts with a network of field animators who ape equipped With other forms

of development support communications media; Televisions that were used in

the formal education of children a 2 beAg taken out of the_schools and placed

ih Villages around the country and powered by solar panelt if electricity isn't

available.

Niger is proving that a lot can be done with few resources. It operates

solar-powered televisions for group viewing in a hUMber bf rural villages as

well a:s in urban youth centres; 1'616-Sahel's whole progrAmoe tChadule iS

geared to non=formal education and more video recording is being done Oh lOtatiOn

ih rural areas than in the Niamey studios.

The first section of this paper concentrates Oh ekberiMents and innovations

with group viewing centres, solar-powered televisions, animation and combining

television with other Development Support Communications media,

The next section disects three aspects of televiti-oh for development which

hold enormous potential for improving the medium's capacity at an educator:

social dramas, video or narrowcasting and formative evaluation and research.

The final section looks at specifit Oartt of African society which should

benefit from an increased capacity of television tb support deVelopment: women,

agritUltUre and health; Also included in this section is an overview of the

television for development needs of Cameroon, a country in the process of starting

up its first television service.

15
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The use of broadcast television to support development in Africa is often

crititiZed becaUte the medium is primarily available in urban areas (where

there is electricity and; -More Often than not; the only broadcast signals); and

is accessible only to an affluent elite who can afford tb bOY television sets

Tb be sUrei those who need development information most == the 80 percent

of the continents populatioh Whb live in rural areas -- have next to no access

to te1evision.
1

However, there have been OffOrtt Made in a number of

COOntries -- most notably Nigeria, Ivory Coast and Niger == to make télévition

more accessible tO the urban Obi' and rural populations largely throu0

government sponsored televisions uted for group vieWing.

* * *

The growth rato in the nbMber Of television sets and areas covered by

broadcasting signals in Africa haS been phenbMenal OVer the last two decades.

From 1960 to 1976 the number of receivers in Africa has increased by 20 times.
2

For example; in Nigeria; 25 percent of the country is covered by television

signals and, though only two pertent bf the population owns a receiver; there

is a 15 percent annual growth rate in the number of SttS bOught. Africa's

Mott tophitticated television broadcasting system isin Zaire where 13 satOlito

ground stations are linked U0 with 17 transmitters to reach a part of each

region in the 2.3 million square Km country and 10 ordeht of the population;

Ivory Coast; largely as a result of the massive educational television

service developed in the 1970's, has television signals that reach 70 percent

of the country's villages ahd there are 20,000 government-owned televisions

spread around the country. Estimates oh the nUMber bf television_receivers in

Afrita (excluding the Arab states) range from 2.7 to 11 million.

In fatti tibbOdy it eXactly sure how many televisions there are on the

continent. There is very little reliable deMbgraphic information available on

population size let alone figures on television receivert.

* * *
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However; one fact is certain: Unlike their western counterparts who watch

television ilone or with their immediate familieS, African television owners

will often place their set ot!tdoors so that extended family memberS and

neighbors can watch it.

In a study of television viewers in ZaMbia, Graham Mytton found that though

television owners tend to come from upper income groupS, becauSe of the extended

family's access to the receiVerS, 26 percent of the viewers surveyed were from

lower income groups.
6

A Nigerian Television Authority survey of VieWers in Nigeria found that

television in that country is "no longer the preserve of the upper claSS".7

Half the TV audience was found to be middle class, 40 percent from lower income

groups and only 10 percent from the upper claSs.

TO illustrate this aspect of African televisiOn viewing COnSider two examples:

one in Niger and another in Zaire.

Just after the sunset in Yantala, a lOwer-income neighborhood of Niamey,

Niger, when the news is being broadcast ih the tribal langUages, the most

predOminant light to be seen is the grey-blue glow emanating frOM blaCk and

white television sets placed in Courtyards. In each courtyard, anywhere froM

10 to 50 people, mostly men, can be found hOddled around the small screens

listening and watching attentively. No notice semed tO be taken of who entered

the courtyards tO share in the viewing.

In Kindamba, a village in rUral Zaire, the number of viewers -- sometimes as

many as 500 -- who came to watch the local train StatiOnmaster's television grew

so large that he bought a second set for he and his family to watthi More

peacefully, inside his house.

As far as the future i concerned§ ZiMbabWe Broadcasting Corporation

television programme director Job Jonhera likes tO Compare the Potential for the

development of television in rural areas with that of radio a generation ago.

Radio signals 20 years ago were limited to urban areas and radio receivers were

too expensive for the vast majority of the 000UlatiOn. Radio signals in Zimbabwe

now cover 95 percent of the country, and technological adVancOS == particularly

the invention of the tranSiStor -- has made radios cheap and affordable for the

majority.

* * *
20
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At this moMent none of the countries surveyed were doing anythinf4 to reduce

the purchase price of A televiSion set. In fact, television sets tend to be

highly taxed -- sometimes as much as 200 percent of their value. 'hough the

government of Niger has a 51 percent interest in a compan.: that sells and

repairs televisions, the average price of a set is at least twice as much as

the same set would cost in Europe.

Zaire considered establishing a television receiver assembly factory in

cooperation with a Japanese electronics manufacturer, but the plan was

abandoned as unfeasible.

The governments appear to be caught between wanting to encourage television

as a unifying national force, reaching as many people as possible, and the

economic problems involved in allowing precious foreign exchange to be used to

buy sets.

* * *

However, in each of the countries surveyed, money had been allocated to

conduct experiments with group viewing centres, primarily in rural villages

without electricity. Solar power, particularly, is seen as the solution to the

puzzle of how to break the city's (i.e. electrified) monopoly 0,1 television

access.

Group viewing holds a number of advantages beyond the obvious economic

ones of obtaining the greatest audience for each government-purchased television

set. According to Katz, Wedell, Pitsworth and Shinar in Broadcasting in the

ibird_World,_:__Promise_and Performance, enabling people in rural areas to watch

television while in the company of their peers, reinforces television's message.

"At meeting places (group viewing centres) become, in effect; group learning

centres that, like psychotherapy, are often more effective than addressing

people as isolated individuals ... The presence of television (in traditional

gathering places) enlarges the range of subjects for discussion and informal

learning; thuS providing sets could be a good investment of a wider process
H8

of modernization.
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However, as exciting and promising the Ohentmenon of group viewing and

subsidind television sets may seem; the reality IS that the experiments have
been on a very small scale toOthing relatively few people.

It also remains to be seen just hOW qUickly the projects, which are outlined
in the next section, will grow (considering the econOMit problems of many

African countries), and the growing suspicion that televiSion's viability as a

medium for mass education is questionable.

* * *

To address what one educational broadcaster refers to as an effort to bridge
the growing educational gap betweri urban and rural and educated and non-

edOcated, Nigeria embarked on an ambitiOuS program of establishing group viewing
centres. The experiment was based on the succeSS Of India's Satellite

Instructional Television ExperiMent (SITE) in which a daily average of 100

people watch each government-purchased teleViSion for a total audience of 2.5

million ih 2,400 isolated, rural villages.9 Ih oyo State, 100 centres were

opened and operated by Western Nigerian Television (WNTV) 10 years ago;

WNTV decided that it would be More economical to place television sets in

pUblit bUildings that already exist rather than ihtUr the expense of building

new ones. It is believed that by placing television sets ih village squares;

community centres and other "breeding -places of public opinion", 10
telewRiod

and it's message enters more easily and effettiVely into a community's life and
discussions.

Lalupon, a town of 50,000 in rural Oyo State, decided to place the 26 inch

color television set furnished and SerVited by WM (now Nigerian TeleviSiOn

Authority7Ibadan) in the local cinema. A -eneeatni- was also porchased to provide

electricity during the community's frequent power failures.

The village Chief, Olahanloye Akinmoyede, who is also the school headmaSter

in Lalupon, is very pleased with the ObSitive impact the public-access

teleViSion nas had on his community 7- particula. ly Oh the children.

'The children like it so much and it is a very good influence. Of all the
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amenities it is one of the best._ At the same time We tee pictureS and the same

tiMe talking; Everything at the same time: And we learn so many things. All

what happened in far away plat-et; We are seeing everything like we are there."

The Japanese-made television set, an antennae, the generator and the

construction of a special secure storage depot cost $3;000 (U.S.). The Set iS

cleaned once a month And OVerhauled once a year by one of the two full-time

NTA-Ibadan technicians who SerVite 17 Other tentret.

Unfortunately; ofthe 100 group viewing centres whith Were ih -operation in

1976 in Oyti State; Only 17 remain. Televisions were stolen or smashed by rival

political groups who ditliked television programming featuring what they saw as

political propaganda. ';-ne Nigerian Television AUthority has Offered the 32

stations around the country grants of $200,000 (U.S.) to establish community

viewing centres in rural communities.

* * *

After South Africa and Nigeria; Ivory Coast has the largest number of

televisions per capita in Afrita (5 per 100 population). 11
And unlike her

African neighbors; television ih Ivory Coast has become very much a rural

phenomenon as well as an urban one. Largely due to the major ihVettMent the

government made along with UNESCO; the World Bank and the governments of France

and Canada; teleVitiOnS Were placed in 70 percent of the country's schools in

Africa's largest experiment in edUCational television;

After ten years and very disappointing results, the use of telvision ih

the formal classroom setting, in the instruction of children in Ivory Coast has

ended and the experiment iS noW Considered a failure. But the experience of

opening the schools in the evenings for adults to watch non-formal educational

televisi_on programming has had a marked effect on the rural population and iS

credited Witil ispiHng improvements_in preventative health care and

agricultural techniques, throughout Ivory Coast;

It quickly became a ritual in many rural Villages for adUlts to meet at

the local school to watch T616 Pour Tous, a half=hour programme designed for
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rural audiences by the Education Extra-Scolaire division Of the Ministere de

l'Education Nationale IvOirien._ itccording to George Ketta, the Tele Pour Tous

production chief, 80 percent Of the prograMMe is filmed in the interior and

it speaks simply and directly to rural people and reMaint Ohe of the most popular

prograMMes on Ivorian television.

When the televisions were firSt placed in the schools in Kouassi Blikro, a

small village without electricity ih tehti-al ivory Coast, just about the whole

Village would crowd into the 11 classrooms to see televitibn fOr the lirst time.

Some would walk as:far as 100 kilometers from neighboring villages without

schools to see Télé Pout IOUS. JaCbUe N'Ouessan, a teacher in the Kouassi

Blikro school, who is active in other aspects of village life; credits Télé

Pour Tous with insOiring the villagers to form an agricultural c0=Werative

and attempt to eliminate a nUMber of water-borne diseases.

Though Tele Pour Tous remains a mainttay in WediieSday night programming;

very few of the 20;000 government-owned televisions ate Still Operable mainly

becaUte the infrastructure§ set up to maintain the sets and recharge the

batteries, folded along with the Whole Television Scolaire project in _1981.

The responsibility for resurrecting the government=0Whed black and white

televisions, spreading them around to villages without schools§ connecting

them to a power source (prObably Solar panels) and developing an integrated

multi-media and animation network; has betOme the reSponsibility of the

Ministere de Developpement Rurale. Though the 11 televisions Once used in the

vbuassi Blikro school classrooms are now gathering dust in a store room, and

the batteries that powered therb dead, there are as many as half a dozen

privately,owned sets in:the village powered by tai- batteries. "KOuassi Blikro

is not unlike other villages visited by Télé Pour Tous crews," says George

Ketta, "which have been bitten by the television bug andigo toigreat lengths

(even travelling hundreds of kilometers to recharge car batteries) to keep

television in their communities."

* * *

Like Ivory Coast, Niger developed an,elaborate system of formal educational
4
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television in the severities. At the time_of Téle-Niger's inception in 1972,

Niger's population was 95_percent rUral; 99 Per-cent illiterate and:94 percent

had no formal education
12

. Television ft4as belieVed tb offer the highe-st possible

return on modest investment of capital and human resources.

The government of the day hOped that television broadcast to rural areas

would slow the massive rural exodus and Create A bi-idge beNeen city and

country-side and between traditional culture and modern development. ThereSa

Silverman in Tele-Niger: Adapting an Electrortic_Alectitml_to_ a Rural African Context

writes:

"The economic benefits to the country as a whole were Seen by the gOvernment

as being served by educating a new generation:of farmers; a_generation willing

to work the land and adapt_to the CUrrent enVironment, yet open to innovations

which_might eventually modify the traditional life style."13

TeleViSion is no longer used in the formal education of students but the

government has not abandoned its goal of using_the medium to enlighten its

population. _Telé=Niger has evolved into Tele-Sahel And tOeCializes now in the

hOn-formal education of youths and adults.

With nine traii-sMitters, Tele-Sahel covers every major city in the country

and roughly 100 kilometers in circumferente around it. There are plans to

install solar-powered televisions for geoup viewing ih 10;000 Villages around

the country at the rate of about 450 a year. So far 1,050 have been set up:

800 With solar panels and 250 in Villages with electricity.

The emphasis on educating the counti-y't grOWing legions Of youth population

(growth rate 36 annually) has not been forgotten. Television sets used in the

schools have been placed in the network of "Samaria" or youth centres which can

be found all around Niger. In Niatey there are 46 Samarias, one in each

neighborhood; equipped with televisions.

The responsibility for installing, repairing and maintaining the government-

owned receivers belongs to la Sot-Fête Nigérienne de Television (S.N.T.V.); a

partly privitized concern of which the government owns 51 percent, French

interests 49 percent and Nigerian businessmen one percent.

All the government televisions are black and white, though Téle=Sahel

broadcasts in color because they are less expensive to buy, fix and power.

The first government-installed televisions ran on 34 volt batteries. Today,

2o
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more economical and maintenance-free (water doesn't hOOd to be added) 12 volt

batteries are used in areat Where solar panels haven't been installed.

La Sociét6 Nigerienne de TélevitiOn eMploys eight technicians, eight

drivers and operates four ell-terrain vehicles. At a CoSt of $125 (U.S.) a

year; a technician Visits each viewing centre ouce every 45 days. TO facilitate

maintenance the newest generatiOn Of televisions are equipped with component

parts mounted on chassis which can be eatily reMoVed and interchanged. This

usually means that most televisions can be repaired on the spot with the

extra chassis carried by the rePair crews. It is obviously much easier tO

bring a book-sized chassis back tb the -shop fOt-- renair rather than a large

television set; S.N.T.V.'s technical direttOr Rbbert Bonnafous points out;

The biggest pröblem for the repair crews is that S.N.T.V. is not

decentralized and a large pai-t of the technician's time is spent on the road,

travelling from Niamey in the west to dittant Nints; 6;000 to 10;000

kilometers -- in the eastern part of the country. The second problem is a

human one. The villagerS often try to repair the televisions themselves or

abuse the system by charging car batteries or powering other things besides the

televisions with the solar energy.

The producer Of T616-Sahel's youth program "Magazine de Jeune" one eVening

took me on a tour of Samariat ih NiaMey to see the government-owned televisions

in action:. The first one we visited had 6 Woi-kihg -set but it was locked up

because the official responsible for it was ill. The second one had a television

with sound but no piCtUre. Though the S_.N.T.V. offices had been contacted; the

set had_been out of order for thi-ee MonthS. (Incidentally, the sound of the

television blaring out in the otherwise still and quiet night quickly brought

a dozen people to the eMpty youth centre. They left again just as quickly when

they saw the set had no pictUre.)

We finally found a Samalia with a receiVer bperatinej. But even though

1616-Sahel was broadcasting a programme designed tO explain agricultural

science to youtht it Wat itp-ossible for the few who were watching the program to

hear what was being said becaute of the noiSe being made by the 70 or so other

youths playing in the courtyard_ of the Samalia.

The scene wat reproduced in the two other group viewing centres I Visited

in villages. In Libore BangoU Banda, d small village 100 kilometers from Niamey,
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the adults who were watching a UNICEF film on house construction, asked the

children sitting in front of the solar-powered television to be quiet, several

times, but finally gave up and just watched the pictures. At a near-by police

control station another government=owned television, this one powered by the

police station generator, was encircled by as many as 200 youths and a giant

cloud of dust caused by their ruckus. It was difficult enough to breathe the

dusty air let alone hear anything above the din of the crowd or even get close

enough to see what was being broadcast.

Malick Abdoulaye, a teacher in the local school, said the situation in

Libore Bangou Banda is not always so chaotic when the television is on. He

said it is only natural that the children would be attracted to the brightest

light in the village after sunset even if they don t want to wtch. But on the

whole, he believes both the adults and children have benefited from the

installation of the receiver.

"One TV is enough to inform the whole village. If there is a good programme,

they all will come. It is also easier to teach the children about things they

have seen on television. They are more interested and remember better."

* * *

L'Office de Radiodiffusion Television du Senegal (0.R.T.S.) has installed a

$3,200 (U.S.) solar-powered color television unit in the village of Deni Biram

N'Dao, 70 miles from Dakar. The O.R.T.S. technicians are measuring the energy,

(created by the 1.90 square metre solar panels) which has been consumed by the

television receiver, and the viewing habits of the village residents.

They have found that the panels can produce 146 watts. The television needs

36 watts and the batteries, once charged by the sun, are good for 28 hours of

television viewing. The villagers operated the television 80 percent of the time

during whici, programmes were being broadcast. The village chief's son, Djibril

N'Doye, is responsible for operating the set which is kept in a five meter square

hut with a window that flips open, that was formally used to sell bread in the

centre of the village.

He said there is an average of 50 viewers each evening. The most popular

programmes are those in Wolof, the villager's language. They include the news,

27
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dramas, religious programme on Fridays and the most popular of all is the music

and variety programme broadcast on Saturday night. As many as 250 people, many

from neighboring communities fill the village square,_surrounding the well in the

centre, to watch the latest in rock video clips from Europe and popular

Senegalese entertainers.

Senegal hopes to expand the number of villages with similar installations

to 20 within five years and train technicians for each region. There are also

plans to create a special branch of l'O.R.T.S. called Télé-Rurale, patterned on

their successful Radio-Rurale which specializes in programming for the majority

of the povlation whichlives outside the city centres.

* * *

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, aside from the cost effectiveness of

having many viewers watching each set, there is the benefit derived from the

common experience of group viewing which often leads to a discussion of the issues

and messages being broadcast. But in order to obtain the maximum benefit from

the costly investment in group viewing centres and government-paid receivers,

an equal effort must be made to make sure that the messaoes are being received

and understood. Without the crucial calalyst of animation, television, more

often than not, serves only as a very expensive palliative and diversion, which

is appreciated but little understood by the people, namely_the rural farmers and

urban poor, it is supposed to be helping. The authors of Broadcasting in the

Third World: Promise and Performance comment:

"Our experience indicates quite strikingly that informal education through

the media is rarely successful unless there is a link between the media and the

field workers of the agencies of social change ... If television is to justify

itb role in the low=income countries, it can do so only if it is used as an

instrument of development; and it can be an effective instrument only if it

forms part of a coordinated and integrated development effort."14

At this time, the development of group viewing in the countries surveyed has

been slow, erratic and very limited. The televisions installed in rural areas,

even in countries which have relatively wide-spread broadcast signals like

28
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Ivory Coast and Nigeria, have an impact on only a tiny percentage of the rural

population. Though it is decidely an encouraging trend to see television being

oriented more and more to the needs of rural dwellers and the urban poor, it

Should also be emphasized that there are many other more cost-effective means of

communicating with the rural masses. Also, spending money on installing

televisions in villages without an accompanying animation infrastructure to

coordinate and explain the messages, will be more than likely wasted, if the

goal is to use the medium to support development.

Recommendations:

1) Keep the capital cost of setting up viewing centres as low as possible.

Use as many local products as possible if constructing a building, storage space

or seating. Though black and white TVs don't have as captivating an image, they

are just as effective in communicating messages and half the price to buy and

maintain.

2) PlaOe the televisions in a public place. This could be a market area

village square or preferably inside a school, community centre or other already

existing building. A shelter allows viewing during the rainy season and during

the day when bright sunlight washes out the screen.

3) Make sure the TV set is secured to reduce the chance of theft or

vandalism. One person should be given the responsibility of operating and

guarding the set and advising the proper authorities if it needs repair.

Investing in the construction of a secure and water-proof stall, or converting

an already existing one, complete with a sturdy lock and key should be assured.

3) Establish a system that is as maintenance free as possible to operate

So that it can be maintained by an unskilled caretake,.

4) Encourage wealthy urban dwellers to contribute to the purchase of a

set and establishing a viewing centre in their villages of origin.15

5) Eliminate the importation tax on television receiOrs and replacement

parts

6) Develop group viewing centres along with a coordinated animation effort on

the part of development agencies, field workers and the broadcasting organizations.

7) Group viewing meetings with an animator should be held on a regular

basis to help the participants develop the habit of attending.15

8) Whenever possible provide printed educational material to supplement the

information being broadcast.

\ -4 29
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When educational television was first developed in Africa 20 years ago, it

was seen as the ultimate panacea. The medium was expected to bring light to

the dark continent and by educating the masses, usher the budding African nations

into the mainstream of 20th century life.

Today we see that the power of television to influence attitudes and actions

on it's own was greatly exaggerated and the experiments with formal and non-formal

educational television have ended mostly in disappointment.

Numerous scholars, including Graham Mytton, the author of Mass Communications

in Africa, agree that television and other mass media can be effective in

providing information about development to the public, but they also believe that

interpersonal channels of communication are more effective in helping to form and

change attitudes towards development. Mytton writes: "Perhaps when the object is

persuasion, we should largely depend on word of mouth channels rather than mass

media. This is why in a number of countries encouragement has been given to mass

media campaigns combined with small, organized groups under carefully selected
lil

leadership.

A television or radio programme may introduce a farmer to the idea of

planting a different variety of maise but unless there is an agricultural agent,

a village chief, another farmer or someone else he trusts encouraging him to

make the change, there is very little chance he will act on his own. He might be

impressed by the progress made by others seen on television but usually he

has difficulty identifying their progress with his actions.

Katz, Wedell, Pitsworth and Shiner write in Broadcasting in the Third

World: Pi"OfTli se and Performance_:

"Modernizing campaigns aimed at achieving change in the relatively short

run depend on communications systems that combines the efficient diffusion of

information with opportunities for reinforcement, discussion and feedback. These

opportunities require the use of trusted agents of influence in addition to the

mass media. The performance of the broadcast media in the fields of development,

as in education, depends on two factors: the amount of attention given to

development problems by the mass media and the extent to which these development

efforts are linked with the agents of change in the field."2

Films, slide shows, flannelographs and posters are potent tools for

development field workers. Combined with the mass media == radio, television

and, to a lesser degree, newspapers -- the chances of reaching the largest
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number of people possible and affecting change is greater.

Development Support Communications planners are no longer putting their eggs

in one media basket but are carefully examining the widest array of communications

charnels available and plugging their message into as many as possible.

Television and radio are seer more and more as the harbingers of development

information: offering a large-scale introduction to a particular vehi_cle for

change and paving the way for field workers equipped with smaller media to provide

the details and guide the progress.

Ignacy Wanieriu, writing in La radio-télévision au service de l'éducatior

des adultes, suggests that it is essential to combine television and radio with

other media to communicate development messages effectively.

"A systematic approach involves, first; determining the objectives of the

campaign, then determining how to employ the means to obtain these objectives and

the communication vehicles to be used to ensure a responding action. This

assumes the use of several different media to complement the mass media of radio

and television, and the development of an integrated approach.

It is essential to have an effective inter-face between each part of the

system with the others.
3

In this chapter we will look at several development support communications

projects vshich have successfully integrated field animation with television and

other big and smel' media.

* * *

The general manager of Nigeria's first television station, Nigerian

Television Authority-Ibadan; is a strong believer in the need to coordinate

television "enlightenment" programming with the work of various government

Ministries in the field. Bayo Sanda, who is also a traditional chief; thinks a

lot of money is being wasted on producing "beautiful programmes" for a television

audience that forgets quickly what it has seen, because there is no accompanying

animation to ensure the message gets through._ _Ile said plans were made at one

time in Nigeria to eStabliSh 6 network of field workers to animate group viewing

33
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in the Villages with government televisionS bUt theY never got off the ground;

Chief Olahanloye Akinmoyede of Lalupon, a village With 6 television group
viewing centre near Ibadan, Nigeria, complains that much of the interesting and

Val06ble proaramming seen by the villagers is not understood because no one iS
there tO explain it;

"We would like to have someone answer questions. After t(--eitig it We could

discuss it. Even though many are watching it they don't understand. They don't
knOW the meaning. I sometimes call them together and try to explain it. But it
would bP better if seme people could come who know about the Programmes before and

talk to us after."

Niger, Ivory Coast and Zaire have all had some experience with the use of
"aniitateUrs" in the field; coordinatina mass media CaMpaignS. "Les Centres

d'écoute" or listening centres have been established in a hunter bf communities

in Niger. The centres are responsible for organizing radio and television

littening groups, dispensing audio-visual rnaterialS end equipment to extension

workers and Organizing debates following films and teleVitiOn broadcasts. The

centres are also sent radio and television programme listings, including the

tdbjeCt matter whenever possible, onte a year;

The Centres are equipped with tape recorders tO record questions_in the

field which are forwarded to Le Ministere de Developpement Rurale in Niamey.

The information is used to guide other media campaigns and television and radio
productions. Though the information ultimately fed back to the television and

radio producers is useful, the impact of the centres is very limited because there
are only 20 of them and the "animateurs" are all volunteers.

Animation was supposed to be an integral part of the adult education part

of the massive educational television project in Ivory Coast. The schools were

opened in the evenings for adults and teachers were given instruct.3ns on how to

lead discussions following various rural development-related broadcasts. There

were 20,000 televisions placed in 70 percent of the schools covering most areas of
the country.

Ute Deseniss Gros, a UNICEF Development Support Communications officer in

Abidjan, worked with the Ivorians on the Télévision Extra-Scolaire -- the

Ministère de l'Education division charged with thP non=formal education of adults
by television. During the experiment, testing proved that without interpersonal
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commurrirations following televised programmes, the villaoerS quickly forgot What

they had seen on their teleVitionS.

The animators were respowible for filling out evaluation sheets and sending

them back_to the Fxtra-ScolPire proc,ramme producers. This information, according

tb EXtra-Seblaire production chief George Ketta, was important for the producers.

From it they learned what formats worked, what was comprehensible to the villagers

and what programmes were worth repeating.

The problem with the system was that the teachers felt they should be paid

a supplement for working with the adults in the evenings and they eventually

became disinterested in volunteering their services. The teachers didn't have

twe to prepare their lessons for the next day and were often tired after a day

of teaching the -children. Eventually the anmation aspect of the project Fell

apart and stopped completely when the whole educational television structure was

dismantled in 1981.

L'Office Nationale de la Promotion Rurale (L'ONPR), the division of the

Ministere de Développement Rurale responsible for education; is in the process

of picking up the pieces of the defunct experiment with educational television.

Luc Bro Iridjé who is in charge of training and anirfiation for the ONPRi thinks

that television tends to "pass over the heads of villagers" and will only play

a secondary role in the new structure. The accent will be on multi-media

infomation campaigns. However, the ONPR will be taking the 20,000 government-

OWned televisions which are currently being stored in the schools and placihg

them in villages that dOn't have schools as well as those that do.

The ONPR has hired and placed 50 animators in rural villages in northern

Ivory Coast. Each animator serves 12 villages and is equipped with a car, a 16 mm

film projector, a slide projector and a small generator. The idea is to take a

major theme such as the promotion of vaccinations, or family financial planning,

and run a multi-media campaign. Fims would be produced and shown on ONPR's

television program "Promo Village" and on 'Tele Pour Tous", the only remaining

Minittere de la Education broadcast. Radio programmes on the same themes would

be prepared as well as booklets and newspapers, popular singers would record

songs on development themes and the ONPR distribute theM On audio CassetteS.

Also, the existing administrative infrastructure, including the sous

perfects or district governors and the village chiefs, will be asked to become

involved in the campaigns and give advice to add Work with the animators.

5
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A Major complaint of the villagers with the TéléVi-ion Fxtra-Scolaire was
that they had difficulty understanding the messages becaUte they were too packed

full of information or were in Feenth. They also felt that many of the topics that

were treated on the broadcast were simply not relevant co them. L'Office Nationale
de la PrOMOtin Rurale now plans to decentralize its tOMMOnitations in ordce to

respond more tirectly to individual village needs. The extentiO library of films
dealing with rural development produced during the 10 years of the educatiOnal

teleVision project is being made available to the Villages through the ONPR

animatots.

The animators will find out what problem the ...411agets want tO deal With,

show the films on that topic, lead diStutsions on the content; arswer questions

and help them choose a course of action. By bringing filMs Specifically asked

for by the villagers; showing the same film twice to the Same aUdience and having

the animator outline the subject matter in the local language or dialect, greatly
enhances the communication.

The animators also communitate the needs of the VillaarS, and the

effectiveness of the various filMS and the media campaigns back to OfficialS at

the ONPR in Abidjan. Iridjé maintainS that it is miaper and ten times more

effettiVe to pay an animator and equip him with a Car and Otbjetor to serve 15

villages than to install and maintain 15 televisions in those same villages.

The first multi=media campaign rUn by the ONPR since the new struCture was

eStablished was on_the importance of rUtal WoMer to the e,.:onomy. The campaign

was aiMed at reducing the domestic responsibilities OF WbMen by establishing

village day caee centres and forming women's co-operatives.

In the initial stades of the tampai-gni seven centres were opened; but a lack

of co-otdination greatly reduced the campaign'S effettiveneSt. For example;

thr -; the Ministète de la Condition Femenine also has a television programme

and animators in the field; there was no effort made to coordinate the communicationt

WOrk of the two ministeries. The Ministère de Education, which produces "Télé

Pour TOut" doet not have any :tructural relationship with the ONPR and only

participates in the tampaigns haphazardly.

Finally; the ONPR has had difficultY finding animators who can read and

Wtite tb Work in the villages because the salaties being Offered are relatively

low. In fact, financial constraints have reduced the effectivenets of the whole
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project and though there areplans tb cover the whole country within 5 years, it
will take an eStimated $900 million (U.S.) to do it;

To further illustrate the necessity and effectiveness of an integrated

approach to development support communications in which various communications

media, governmental and non-governmental organizations and extension agents and

community groups all work together, let us look at the "Sante Pour Tous"

experience in Zaire.

"Santé Pour Tous" is a primary health care and preventative medicine project

sponsored by Zaire's Departmente de la Santt Publiqie, USAID, and administered

by a church group: l'Eglise du Christ du Zaire (ECZ). Also under the "Sante

Pour Tous" umbrella is SANRU 86, a rural health services organization, a

mitritiOn and agricultural promotion project, a vaccination campaign and a

family planning project;

The planners of these different projects decided that, because of the abSence

of any cbordinated effort in the use of communications in the non-formal education

of adults in the Patti there had been a lot of duplication bf effort Which ended

up confusing those the inforMation was supposed to be helping. To fatilitate the

coordination of the communications attivities of the various participants, the

organizatiOnt have representatives who sit on each other's boardS. All the

planners agree that this high degree of coordination is necessary if a coherent,

bottom-up approach is going to Work.

The "Sante Pour Thus" program operates 50 rural health zones across Zaire.

Each health zone is centered around a hospital and field office. Each office is

equipped with battery=0OWered film and slide projectors. (There are plans to

integrate solar power in the near future.)

The goal is to train nurses, birth attendants and village health workers for

each village ih the 50 rural health zones in primary health care and development

support communicatiOnS (DSC) techniques;4 Once trained, the health workers at

the village level put to use the DSC materials in stock at the field offices.

Also, Community Development Committees have been established in many of the

villages in the rural health zones to coordinate the various campaigns and

projects at the local level.

Each committee decides what problem it wants to tackle and what DSC materials
it plans to use to communicate with the villagers. For example, the committee in

3 7
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Kindambai a Village on the train line west of Kinshasa, had beeh instrumental

in organizing the conStruction of a "Centrc de Sant6" an,: convincing 85 percent

of,theiwomen in the community to haVe their babies there; After seeing a film

and slide show on water-borne diseases, the tititent alSO decided to build a

simple but effitient filtration system at their water source.

MBenza Zuzolo, the vice pretident of the committee; once a month, volUnteert

hit time and walks as far as 15 kilometers to one of the 12 neighboring villages

to talk about the Success his village has had reduting inteStinal woems and

malaria, and discuSSion Of alchoholism and family planning, among other toPitt;

He often carries with him flip=charts and other visual aids; This process is

being repeated in the other health zones as well.

Florence GalloWay, the training coordinator of the project, points out that

the capacity to deliver materialt to the field is greatly speeded up by 0Sing

materials, such as slide shows, filmstripS, flannelographs and so on, that

already exitt. Pains are taken to ensure that the material is 0 to date and

relevant and each iteM iS pre-teSted by communications specialists at the village

level to see what message is perteiVed.

Emphatit has also been put on using local cultural strength§ to communicate

"Sante Pour Thus" toltSages. Plays, songs and role playing have been integrated

into the training programs. Mrs. GalldwaY believes that modern communication

techniques are important but machines break down where at a *pular son7 can endure
for years.

Of all the DSC materialt thade available, the flip charts and flash tards

have enjoyed the most widespread use. At many as 60 percent of the village

level nurses are using them., Yoluki Itoko, a DSC field Worker with the "Santé

Pour Tous" projett, sayt he haS had a lot of success presenting slide ShOWS in

the vi.11ages He likes working with Slides because of the flexibility they offer.

He can gear each presentation to the needs of each village and discuss_the,images

at the villager'S pate; By contrast,,he has found films to be lett effettiVe

because of the set pace of the narration and filmstrips can't be manipulated to

ensure that eacn image is relevant. Though each field office has a repairman

capable of doing minor repairs, the project has rn into problems with the

batteries used to power the projectors. Solar powered batteries have been

ordered to, hopefully, improve the situation.

The electronic mass media has had a rule to play. Ratelesco, the
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educational radio and television division of "La Voix du Zaire" has co-produced

both programmes and series with several "Sante Pour Tous" organizations including

CEPLANUT, the nutrition and agricultural project, and church groups. In most

cases the organizations paid for the materials, such as video cassettes,

transportation and lodging for production staff in villages and offered

consultants to develop the content.

CEPLANUT conducted a survey after a television series it sponsored WaS

broadcast. It found that, though 25 percent of Zaire's population lives in

areas where television signals can be reteiVed, only two out of 10 households

in those areas had televisions. By comparison 6 out Of 10 had radiot. It also

found that rimly of Itatelesco's educational programs were aired at times that were

inconvenient for the target aUdiencet. BUt despite these limitations; the

television production capacity of INANDES, a Catholic-tpOnSored education resources

centre and l'Eglise du Christ du Zaire, both major producers of "Sante Pour Tout"

DSC materials, is being iMproVed With new equipment.

Finally, by making DSC supported training the Most important part of

"Sante Pour Tous", theiplanners hope that the project will make a

long-lasting contribdtion long after the existing structures have run their course.

* * *

More and more African governments are realizing the shortcomings of

television as an educator and are looking at other ways of communicating

development messages to their citizens and getting feedback from them. The

idea of integratina and coordinating the efforts of a variety of media with

those of the agents of change is a relatively new one and has not yet been applied

on a large scale.

To be sure, ensuring that the various components of African societies

promoting dey,elopment work together, instead of at cross=purposes, has got to be

one of the priorities for those wishing to develop effective Development Support

CommunicationS.

Television's role in the context of Development Suport Communications has

to be examined in great detail, considering that it iS widely considered the

least effective media for non-formal education in Africa and by far the most expensive.
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Recomrendations:

1) Coordinate existing networks of fiela workers such as teachers,

agricultural agents and health care workers into media campaigns and animation

of group television viewing centres to reinforce the message, stimulate

discussion and provide feedback.

2) Augment television's message by distributing printed materlais to viewers

tnrough the animators. TV informs but doesn't teach. It paves the way for

interpersonal communication and more precise messages.

3) Until television is more widespread, invest in other media. If you go

with television ensure that it is coordinated with other media and the messages

are tested and made coherent as a unit to avoid creating confusion.

4) Decentralize communications whenever possible. If television speaks to

everyone it ends up speaking tc no one. It can't be all things to all viewers.

Development and developmental education, as we hav2 se2n, is more effective if

approached from the bottom up. Let villagers choose what developmental

communication aids they want.

5) Encourage grass roots animators with a fair salary and/or an elevated

status in their communities byidentifying them with a badge or uniform.
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(Y) Young man: "I'm not a sorcerer, but I decided that I don't want another

child for another three years and I won't have one.

(0) Older man: "Why?"

(Y): "Because i already have difficulty feeding the three children that I have

and I'm asking myself how I'm going to feed and educate them."

(0): "How did your father raise you?

(Y): "Times have changed. I never went to school and I want mine to go,"

(0): "You know how to stop having children?"

(Y): "I went to see someone who showed us how to control the number of

children we have so we just have as many as we want."

(0): "There's not a single human on earth capable of deciding whether you'll

have or not have children. It's the work of God."

(Y): "With all due respect, I think you have missed hearing about the

government's family planning program which permits you to_space your

children and allows you to have children when you want." 1

This discussion between a young user of birth control and an older father

of 10 was broadcast in Kenya on a programme sponsored by UNICEF and the

Kenyan Ministry of Health. The two principal actors in the drametic series

"Kiriboto" both following a script and improvising pass the government's family

planning message using the broadcast media's most potent tools: humour and

emotion.

The docu=drama, soap opera, tfléfeuilleton or novela is considered by

all broadcasters the best format for communicating development information. By

creating a realistic setting, with which characters and situations viewers can

identify, the level co communication is greatly enhanced.

One producer in Zaire described drama as the "soft sell of educational

programming." By diverting, entertaining and informing all at the same time,

this format is allowing "the devil to do God's work."2 A regular documentary

or discussion by comparison tends to be cold, ephemeral and marginalizes the

question by cutting off a large section of the viewing public. George Ketta,

the production chief of "Tél6 Pour Tous", a weekly rural education programme in

Ivory Coast, has done both dramas and documentaries. In his experience a

documentary has to be well produced to convey messages while dramas are so

popular, even mediocre ones tend to be successful.

4 4
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A programme which "talks at" people doesn't have the same possibility for

getting through to the viewer as one that entertains and involves him. Once

a programmer is given a human dimension which creates the possibility for

emotional identification, the potential audience is enlarged and the messages

have a better chance of being transferred and sinking in.

For example, a doctor or health worker can appear on television and talk

about the relationship between puckles left lying around a compound, and

malaria. But if a drama is created covering the same material the communication

is on a completely different level. The viewers can see two families, for example,

who look and sound like them. Both families have little boys who play together.

One family cleans around their house and mops up the puddles. The other doesn't,

and their little boy ends up dying of malaria. The viewers have a good chance of

identifying with the families, being touched by the boy's death and finally

associating puddles with their emotional reaction and malaria.

Rural viewers will often miss the point in a documentary if there is no

life in it (says producer Kintendalk Mata of Zaire) but complicated social

messages can be reduced to an understandable and palatable form in a drama. As

one Nigerian producer said; "Dramas are effective because they are people talking

to people!"

Dramas also have the capacity to deal with sensitive and controversial

topics that are difficult or Impossible to deal with in other formats. Bribery

and government corruption or family sexual problems like incest for example,

are not easily treated openly on television.

But topics that are normally carefully avoided and hushed up, can get a

full airing if they are disguised in a drama. Humorous treatment of embarrassing

topics is especially effective in easing tension and presenting material that is

normally considered untouchable.

"We can poke fun at the government and get away with it while other producers

wouldn't dare," said one African producer of drama. The government of Ivory

Coast has given producers at Radio-Te16vision Ivorienne (RTI) exceptional freedom

to criticize society in their dramas.

One RTI drama told the story of a Minister who ignored his relatives, lived

an opulant life with a huge mansion and five cars and took bribes. It exposed

the reality of corruption in a way that a documentary never could have done.
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In every country surveyedidramas, particularly those in AfriCan languages,
enjoyed the largest viewership of all domestiC programming. They also are even

_more widely atteOted than the imported soap opera and attion-adventure serles,
produced in Europe:or the United States; iThis is true the World over,

according to the authors of Broadcasting in the Third World, who challenge the
assumptiOn that imported programmes are the Mott POPular everywhere. 3

Though the ZiMbabWe Broadcasting Corporation haS trOUble convincing

advertisers that it's true, One Of its weekly improvised dramaS in the Shona
language oUtdraws the slickly=produced American toa-p-opera "Dallas."

* * *

Soap operas or "telenovela", as they are called in Spanish, are very popular
in Latin America. The 30 to 60 minute, often melodramatic, dramas make up

34 percent of Brazil's programming grid.4 One socially relevant telenovela

was combined with textbook exercises which led to a certificate attesting to
four years of elementary school. Thousands followed the programme and did the
exercises to earn the minimum qualification for factory work.

The government of Mexico decided to use the format to convey positive social
messages that would encourage the public to identify with the value that would

help them solve personal and social problems.

Between 1975 and 1981, eight telenovelas, each running for several months,
were produced on a variety of themes including family planning, children's

rights, parenthood, nationalism, values, sex education for teenagers, and
women's self improvement.

The first telenovela attempted to reinforce the national plan for adult
education. Like the others, it was broadcast at the same time as the commercial

telenovela and preserved their classical patterns. The series is considered

largely responsible for the registration of close to one million illiterates in
adult education classes. 5

The telenovéla series on family planning is credited with motivating half
a million Mexican women to visit health clinics for family planning assistance.
During the run of the series the sale of contraceptives increased by 23 percent.

* * *
4 6
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Of course, the authenticity of the material produced and the level to Whith

the Viewers identify with the portrayals has a lot to do with the success of a

drama in meeting its educational goalt.

African audiences are very sensitive :To the accuracy of social

situations presented on the screen. El Hadj Diouf, a communications professor

at the Universit6 de Dakar, findt that if producers don't use indigenous actors

who, essentially, play themselves or make the effort to thOrdughly research

the lifestyle of their target audience and faithfully reproduce it, the message

won't pass.

"If they can't identify with the people portrayed and their situation it

WOhq work; Rural audiences particularly have a tendency to say: 'This is a

white man's tr a Cameroonian problem and has nothing to do with_me.' They have

difficulty transposing the experieoce of Othert tO their Sitdatioh;"

The Nigerian Television Authority went to great lengths to ensure that i _

dramatic series "Cock's Crow at Damn" is an accurate portrayal of rural life.

The_award-winning series, which was prOduced with the goal of encouraging people

to leave the cities and take up mechanized farming, is filmed on location in a

rural Village near Jos; Though the principal actors are professionals, all the

extras are peasants playing themselves. According to Peter Igho, who wrote,

produced and directed the series, the production crew was chosen beCauSe of

their rural backgrounds._ And because the actors and crew live in the village

during the production, the images and portrayals tend to be much MOM realistic.

Governmental development agencies working in the field are also consulted

on a regular basis to guide the production. Several story ideas were inspired

V the producer's contact with the village. For examplei_an episode was

written on the ftrmation of a cooperative bated on the village's experience.

"Cock's_ Crow at Dawn" i..; being financed by a Nigerian bank. The primary

message of the drama_is that banks are willing to help hard-working people get

into mechanized farming. The story involves a family who returned to the

countr after living in the city. The head of the family takes out a lOan and

buys a smal; tractor. He starts usiAg fertilizer and wins an agricultural award.

The family'S problems in copiog with the conflict between urban and rural

culture is also dramatized.

4 7
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A representative of Nigeria's Military government, when presenting an award

to Peter Igho recently, praised the series for its true-to-life portrayal of

rural Nigeria and promotion of agriculture. He said the series, "showed how

powerfully a drama can affect a population."

Another Nigerian production attempted to use drama as a vehicle for

passing a social ir.ssage and ended up missing the mark. The Family Planning

Council of Nigeria decided to produce a film to be Shown in villages and on

television that would promote family planning. It was decided that the drama

would be framed in the context of a traditional indigenous culture.

A survey was done of rural Yorubans, the target audience, to find out their

views on acceptable roles for women, family structures and family sizes .

lhe researchers found that elder family members shape other family members'

attitudes and behaviour. Women are expected to be subservient to their husoands

and the men tend to measure their potency in terms of the number of children

their wives bear. Also, the decline in polygamy had had an adverse effect on

attempts to control population.6

The findings were used to create a story line and a well-known Yoruba actor

was asked to flesh-out the story with dialogue. The producers first tried ov:

the drama on a village audience before filming it on location in a Yoruba village.

Finally, on the basis of reactions from field workers to a rough-cut version

of the MIN the final edit was made. A Nigerian sociologist was charged with

measuring the impact of the film and the suitability of the medium. He

measured the viewers' extent of recall, attitude change and acceptance of the

filmed messages;

He concluded that the film, "My Brother's Children", had "little effect on

the attitudes of those who saW it."7 He blamed the complexity of the messages

carried in the film and, despite the producer's best effor`s, the distorted

presentation of some local customs. One example cited was the village elder

in the film who gave a bride lengthy advice instead of merely his blessings at

her wedding.

* * *
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Africa has a strong oral traditiOn and theatre s a major component of

its ildigenous cultures. There are many talented performers who entertain

and inform in Villages with songs,_stories, poems, dances and dramatic games;

Employing these indigenoUs ctiltUral performers to produce work on development

themes goes a lrng way to ensuring that local CUltUres are authentically

represented.

Martin Byram and ROtt Kidd in their work in development education in

Botswana found the performing artt to be poWerfUl tools; The performances

are entertaining and popular and capable of attracting aAd hOlding the

attentlon of large aUdientét end involving many people who are normally

disinterested in information On deVelOpMent. Byram and Kidd write:

"This form of communication is an excellent way Of drawing on local

creative talent and persuading people about development through their own

cultural_ symbo1 s."8

These "creative forces that reside ih the people9 can also be applied to

MOre modern vehicles such as improvised dramas and puppet shows. Rather than

follow an often cumbersote and awkward script; Byram and Ross, as well as all

the African broadcasters surveyed have found iMprOVitation to be an easy and

flexible vehicle. In these performances, the actors, instead of mouthing a

scripted dialogue, inVent COnVertation using their own words. And because the

performers share the same culture at the target aUdience and are often playing

themselyes,_cultural integrity is less of a problem.

Ad libing is ideal for communicating in local lano,ges which often can't

be written down ind, betauto the perfOrMantet are often witty, colorful and

presented in language which is "richer than the hombgenited textbook vailety" ,10

the development information is more readily understood.

And though an improvited draMa Might seem a little roughly hewn at times,

it more than makes up for it because of itt aUthentic cultural representation.

Byram and Kidd suggest that elaborate culture expression isn't necessary if

the messages are successfUlly communicated because the goal is education and

not art.

"This approach works well precisely because the actors are familiar with

the issues and the situations they are presenting and develop their dialogue,

gesture, and action in response to each other...rather than having to remember a

fixed script."11
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To ensure that the right development message is covered in the ad libbed

performance the indigenous performers meet with the television producers and

development specialists to discuss the material to be treated. The actors then

come up with the story-line, a rehearsal is held, then, (depending on financial

resources), the drama is shot on location, in the studio or a combination of

the two. This modus operandi is followed by most of the broadcasters surveyed.

In most cases amateur and professional actors who have some experience in

the indigenous performing arts are considered the most reliable performers.

But the programme "Action et Développement" on Téle-Sahel in Niger has had

great success with turning ordinary peasants into actors in its dramas which

convey development messages.

Producer Kebe Ousmane find that the peasants are natural actors. He visits

a rural village and has the residents act out their experiences aad problems in

forming a cooperative ar building a health clinic, for example. The dramas

ring true because the actors have already lived the experience.

Tala Ngai i Kambiauma of the educational television division of Voix du

Zaire has also combined what he calls "adjusted cinema v6rité." He mixes real

people in their own environment, sometimes hiding his camera, with one or two

planted actors.

Improvised drama has a number of advantages for broadcasters in developing

countries. First, it is quick and easy to produce and inexpensive. The

Television Service of Oyo State in Nigeria can produce three, hour-long

improvised dramas a week with the same number of production staff and budget it

takes to produce one, half-hour documentary.

Of course the main reason that improvised dramas are so popular with

development support broadcasters is that they not only are an excellent way of

mirroring local social reality, but because they often become the focus for

discussing problems and the stimulous for doing something about them. It is this

added dimension which is the key to the format's success, according to Byrami.

and Ross.

"The performance is not the total experience. It is used as the catalyst

for change. People see themselves and their situation in a fresh way and want

to talk about it with others. Through discussion people can share their ideas

which often lead to practical action.
,12
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The problem with the improvisations is that they are unpredictable and,

therefore, often difficult to record and film. Job Jonhera produces unscripted

dramas for the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation.

He finds that in many cases certain patterns evolve during the rehearsals

but when it comes to shooting the final version, major-changes are made by the

actors, catching the caoeranen off guard.

"The production staff have to have a good working rapport with the actors

and patience. Lines are changed or forgotten or dramatic facial expressions

are missed because they don't occur at the same time or place," Jonhera said.

Because of the unpredictable nature of improvised dramas and the tendency

of using inexperienced actors the biggest danger is creating chaos on the

screen. A drama in the Yoruba language broadcast on Lagos State Television in

Nigeria told the story of a father who impregnated his daughter, and all the

subsequent family conflict. The producers accurately recreated the atmosphere

of an agitated extended family discussing a problem in the court yard of a house.

But because the 15 or so actors were all improvising dialogue in a loud

voice all at the same time, the viewer at home had little chance of picking

any of it up, especially considering that a single microphone was being used.

* * *

But still, even a sometimes awkward and chaotic improvisation which deals

with a socially relevant topic in a local language has a greater potential for

advancing African society than a scripted drama in a colonial language about

the love affairs of the rich. In the early stages of the development of African

television the tendency was to reproduce the well-worn western dramatic themes:

cops and robbers, love stories and the life of the upper class.

Even today Dr. Victoria Ezeokoli the director of programmes of the Nigerian

Television Authority's national network has a running battle with producers to

stop depicting the false problems of the country's urban well-to-do

"The families we see are often affluent, have no children, the

electricity and phones all work. When they are in danger they ring

and they come right away. We're trying to put a stop to all that.

much aware of the elitism in many of our dramas."

51
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Even in rural=based dramas the actors that are talking about drought and

hunger are often dressed and coiffed like they were going to a wedding or a

baptism. They understandably want to look their best on television but it

doesn't help communicate with those who are less able to afford to be so well

dressed and manicured.

Brazil's telenovela or soap operas focus almost exclusively on that

country's middle class. The characters are resplendently adorned in fur coats
3and drive around in expensive cars.

1

One drama, entitled "Dancin' Days", is

about the experiences with drugs and aphrodiesiacs of Rio's discotheque crowd.

It can be argued that dramas of this nature can have an undesired

influence on developing countries. One researcher found that fatalism is a

recurring theme in BraLii's telenovelas. The underlying message is that

place in the social order continues to be ascribed rather tkIn based on

achievement. Violence in interpersonal relations was also found to be

exaggerated in the telenovelas.

Tne authors of Broadcasting-4n theThird World suggest that broadcasters

hoping to promote development should consider their whole programme schedule

and not just their educational programmes.

"Increasingly, they will haw to face the criticism of (those) who find

values in the prime-tine programmes that run counter to the goals of

modernization.
.14

Many developing countries are trying to establith a sense of national

identity while making major social and economic changes. But these two processes

are often seen as being separate and distinct: national culture and conservatism

on one hand and development and modernism on the other.

One reason for this separation is a rather narrow definition of culture

as artistic activity, rather than "the totality of human activity within a

society."15 Broadcasts of indigenous dramas contribute to cultural revival,

help slow the erosion of indigenous culture as well as contribute to

modernization by conveying information on social and economic change.

Some of the Third World's most successful and popular television programmes

have centered around the relationship between traditional And progressive

forces in developing societies. One of Brazil's privately=owned stations

broadcast a daily serialized drama on the conflict between an agent of change

and the traditional leadership in a village.
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The Nigerian Television Authority's long-running dramatic series

"The Village Schoolmaster" also proved tO be both a pdpular and effective

vehicle for exploring tne interrelationship between moderniSM and cOnservatism.

In Ivory cbatt, 80 percent of that country's televisions were tuned into

several dramas about fetishists Who Were both revered and had their authority

-tallengedi wten they gave bad advice. Viewers were encouraged to 0 to

hospitals before seeing fetishists when sick, and ge:; a second fetishist's

opinion in certain cases.

In one of the dramas a rural family resists a fetishist WhO dnjUttly blames

a mother for the death of one of hetchildren; In another one a fetishist asks

the chief of a village, which iS tO be reloCated, to sacrifice the lifejof his

eldest son to save the village. The son is killed and the village Moved anyway.

* * *

The more African television_producers who use their cameras to mirror

social realities in their CoUntrieS the better chance the viewing population has

of seeing and understanding itselfi the fir-St Step to Making changes.

Televised dramas, particularly ones that are done in local languages and

reflect indigenous cUltures, can be an important step in the development of the

pride; self-confidence and awareness needed to SU-stain a rapidly developing

nation. And a beneficial biproduct of this linking of -culture and development

is the cUltural revival or reawakening that can occur when indigenous culture

is reinforced and sustained, ihstead of denigrated by, the medium of television.

There is no doubt that dramas attract large audiences. There is no doubt

that social messages can be communicated effectively through dramas. what it

missing in many African coUntriet iS SiMply the idea of using this potent medium

to promote social goals. The possibilities are really only as limited as the

collective imaginations of those producing the dramas.

Recommendations

1) Encourage established novelists to apply their talents to writing

television dramas. They are better able to recreate "real-life" rather than the

less relevant escapist formula
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2) ,Employ the most talented performert Who are the most popular and best

knoWn. Musicians and film and theatre actorS can provide statuS And authenticity

to a television drama.

_3) Prepare an inventory of indigehOUt Media and encourag:, performers to

partitipate in television productions.

4) Idehtify existing themes and content in indigenous culture that might

be adjusted to support modern development messages;

5), Pay attention to portraying culture accurately. One way of doing this

is by Shooting as much as possible on location.

6) Don't Underestimate the importance of having a good rapport between

producers and improvising actors to Onture that both groups know what the other

it going to do and wants;

7) Tul'o ordinary people into actors. This can be done by recreating stenes

that really happened or mixing real people with a professional actor who seeds

the conversation with the development mesSage.

8) To get the maximum mileage out of a drama follow it with an On=air

discussion by those touched by the prOblem dramatized and/or specialists.

9) Re-use existing television dramas or Mitt, or excerpts from them, to

introduce a subject and stimulate debate in discussioh=format progratites.

(One Canadian brOadcaster follows dramas with a discussion and invites the

public to telephone in questions and participate in the debate which is

Simultaneously broadcast on the radio.)

10) Have aniMators in the field organize discussions following dramas to

aid people in applying the dramatized metsaget to their own lives.
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Video and Narrowcasting:

TV for and by

Ordinary People
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The rationale for spending milliOnS of dollarS on establishing and operating

centralized broadcasting services in developing CountriOt has been to improve

communications, create underttanding, promote new ideas and provoke Social change.

But highly centralized, topdoWn broadtatting, with its vertical structure,

tries to be all things to all people and, aS a tetUlt, hat had little success in

inspiring the kind of change hoped for by government planners. TeleVition, at

it is presently structured in Africa, &left up being used primarily to entertain

passive audiences.

By contrast, showing video cassettes or tapes about and eVen made by

small groups and establithing 10-cal or community television, because of its

horizontal structure, is much closet to the PebOle; who need help and information

On development, and has a much greater chance of getting them to learn how to

make changes in their lives that are meaningful to them.

"Video makes possible a sideward floW Of cOMMOnication the channel of

people talking to each other," Loretta Atienza WriteS ih VTR Workthop: Small

Format Video. "Video facilitates exchange within communities, between

communities. And beyond this, it alloWs people to talk back and up the ladder

of communication -- to leaders and policymakerS.1

Small-format video, community; decentralized or local teleVisiOn Or

narrowcasting, when employed at a development medium; is designed to activate

the community it serves.

By increasing self-expression; making people critically aWare Of their

situation and promoting dialogue between groups of people and outside leaders,

self-help projects can be stimulated and real progress made with the help of

these decentralized media.

Because video and community television can be easily geared to lOCal needs;

languages and customs, as well at immediately involving people and providing them

with a record of their activities and actiOnt, it has a much better chance of

providing development support than highly centraliZed bi-oadeatt television:

Small format video and community television; es'pecially when combined with

social animation§ holds enormous potential for allowing people to articulate

their needs, see themselves, build up their confidence And, finally, work

togthei- on solving their problems.

Unfortunately, the trend in Africa has been towards centralized broadcasting

and little has been done to decentralize the Medium and make it a more effective

5
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development tool. HoWeVer, there have been some viA'y encouraging eXpetiments

conducted on the continent and aroUnd the world;

* Interviews with Tanzanian fatmert Were recorded on videotape and played

for government offitials to reduce the communication gap between the two groups.
2

* In Ghana, vide0 helped train managers in rural areas. The tapes tpatked

interest and participation, enhanted ditcUttions and inspired managers to take

action after seeing the success or their peets on video in other areas.
3

* Miners in Bolivia Made their own video productions tO ShOt.Lthe Ootitive

side of a mining life and stimulate patticipation in their union.4

* A community in the Philippines had trouble getting government help to

rechannel a river whith flooded onceia year. Video tapes were made Of 6,000

people building a rock dyke ovei- eight weekends. The tape was shown tb bOth

government officials; who contrftuted hea0 equipment to finish the project, and

to other communities to show what organized people can do on their own.5

* Employees Of 6 faMily Planning clinic, also in the Philippinet, wete

video-filmed meeting with tlientS tb iMOtove their technique and rapore. The

eMployees reviewed and discussed their petforMance dailY. Clients were also

shown the tapes whith fahiiliarized them with the clinic's procedUret. Common

client questions were also recorded alOng with answers and played in the tlinic't
Waiting room; The communication activity "ditOelled the impersonal atmosphere
that once prevailed". 6

* Rickshaw driets in an Indian village were taped explaining why they

thought they met a bank's loan Criteri6. The tape was shown to the bank's

managers and their reaction was also recorded and shown in the village The

loans were accorded and eVentUally all paid back.
7

* The same village also prOdUced 6 video-film on a ne.ighboting village'S

success in forming a milk cooperative. The dotUment provided the community with

know-how as well as spai-iin§ interest in forming a coop. The Villagett Made

tapes of their meetings and on topicS tuch as quality control and unscrupulout

middle men.
8

* In Montreal, Canada, a community group fighting poverty iheteased interest

in their organization by intetvieWing people in the street on their prObleMs

and inviting them to see the video at a Meeting.
9

The same technique was used in

a village in the Philippines. To get women involved in a nutrition campaign,
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mothers were asked what they fed their family for lunch. The tape was shown in

the village and served as a discussion starter. 10

* Low-powered television transmitters and small studios in low-income areas

of the Philippines were set up to help raise the consciousness level of the

communities. The project allowed the underprivileged groups t "produce their

own messages from their own perspective".
11

* An hour long programme was produced each day by the citizens of Kheda,

India for 12,000 people watching 500 television sets. The idea was to get people

to talk about their problems, create a spirit on the community, reduce apathy and

work towards self-sufficiency.
12

These experiments all share the goal of encouraging ordinary people to use

video and narrowcast television to talk openly and frankly about their problems

and feelings which is the all-important first step towards finding solutions.

The first experiment in using the medium of video to help people help

themselves was in an isolated fishing village on Fogo Island in the Canadian

province of Newfoundland. The government had plans to resettle the community

to the mainland because it was no longer economically viable. Many of the

citizens had already left and morale was low. The National Film Board of Canada

started to film an ordinary documentary and recorded the views of the people who

lived on Fogo Island. The film was shown to the community and a lively discussion

ensued.

The community turned out to be far from reticent and was reluctant to be

uprooted. The discussions led to concrete plans of action. The film was shown

to administrators and the community eventually received financial help to start a

boat building company and reactivate the fishing industry.

The Fogo Island process, as this new use of the media is often called, showed

t; t a community can find its own solutions to development problems and that media

can help people to articulate and stimulate discussion.

Frances Berrigan, the author of Community Lommunications: the Role of

Community,Media in Development, considers the Fogo Island experiment a major

milestone in the pioneering of community media methodology.

"It showed that the media could help stimulate, and even mobilize

communities. But is also demonstrated that a development project could be

approached in an open-ended way. That is, rather than the educator or development
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worker trying to stimulate people to participate in previously decided plans,

the community itself could formulate developmental goals, provided they had

enough information on which to base decisions. The Fogo Project was a process

of 'conscientization' of the community."13

* * *

Rapidly developing video technology which makes small, light, relatively

inexpensive, solid, easy-to-operate equipment, more accessible to increasingly

large numbers of people, is providing a major challenge to development

communications. Video and community broadcasting can put literates and illiterates

on a more equal footing for expressing ideat.14 These emerging media are

creating opportunities for the silent majority, and disenfranchised in society,

to make themselves known.

Because the new video equipment is easy to learn tp use it can provide

villages and community groups with the opportunity for communicating with each

other, sharing experiences and information, "without falling prey to distortions

built into the use of conventional media". 15

Illiterate people, for example, can speak directly into cameras that are

operated by their peers. These people decide what they want to say and, in most

cases, how it should be presented and to whom.

Media professionals and researchers play only a secondary role, if any at

all, and don't "come between the people and themselves"16 by interpreting

what they have to say.

By handing over this very potent audio-visual medium to ordinary people,

according to Dorothy Ménaut of the National Film Board of Canada, "an element of

fairness and justice is brought to communications and the voiceless will start

to be heard".
17

* * *

6 0
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There is ample proof that the development process is acCelerated and

reinforced when the Media is put in the hands of ordinary people. It helps

build their self-confidence, creativity and leadS to group awareness, and

provides a solid base for them to decide what changes to make and when to Make

them.
18

Instead of being told by a higher aUthOrity what they should do tc improve

their lives viaicentralized broadcasts, video and comMuhity teleVitiOn perMitt

people to Ute the media to advance their own cause and directly participate in

the process of deng and iMpleMentitig development plans !and schemes.

Once groups better understand What they want and can doi and are comfortable

With the vidéb medium, it can be used to communicate with government and prOject

managers who want to hel0 theM. This two-way communication channel is virtually

impossible with centralized televiSion StructUreS;

"Video provides a window on the process of change as the people who are

inVolved in the process experience it," MarthaiStuart writes in an article

entitled 'Village solutions make glObal COMMUhity'.

"Video has the ability to quickly capture and transmit a tlite Of life

and provide a direct com mmunication link between a people and their governent.
19

To be sure, by putting video equipment in the hands of ordinary people who

video-film themselves in what one producer calls "linear chunks of reality,
20

changes the look and texture what is seen on the small screen. The images might

seem amateurish, awkward and slow-moving at times, but this is acceptable if the

goal is not the "seduction of the eye and ear but the enlargement of the eye, ear

and voice1.
21

But despite the lack of slickness in the product, the homemade video=films

are often very captivating as people who are virtually shut out of the mass media

speak convincingly and emotionally about their lives.

* * *

Over the last 16 years, Gerald Belkin and the Institute of Cultural Action

for Development have been employing video to help peasants communicate with each

other and development professionals. Over 200 hours of recordings were done in
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Tanzania finding out what rural farmers thought of the government's agrarian

socialitt experiment. Another 500 hours were videofilmed in rural Haiti.

Belkin operates on four leVelt. First of all; he and his international creW

spend several months living with the Villagert, learning their language and slowly

intrOdUcing them to the video equipment and how it can be Uted by them to

communicate with each other. Local problems are discussed on camera and the

recordings are played back for the village.

"There are serious tensions in every village. BLit Wb found that we could

facilitate communications with the video between people who have a coMMon interest
.

in agreeing and negotiating. 22

The villagers; who are in large part illiterate, also are encouraged to

retOrd messages communicating their problems and demandt to authtirities In the

second level the video is used to communicate horizontally between neighboring

villages. (A peasant speaking of hiS Progress to a neighbor by video is more

realistic than a cityidweller explaining to a peatant what he should do.) On the

thied level the material collected on village life provides rare intight to

government ministries, universities, aid organizations and other institutions.

Finally, the information can be plugged into the Mass media and interesting and

infOrMative programmes for the general population are a bi=prodUCt of the process.

To be surei the main purpose of assembling the material is not to broadcast

it on national television. In facti the Style Of the cassettes is very different

froM what is usually seen on television. Belkin sayt-his editin.j is determined

by "gestureti e.nythm and the course of conversation".23

"We look for moving words and sitUatiOnS and show sequences that communicate

ideas through the here and now of situations. We Work day to day with people in

their everyday lives without imposing subjects. This approach perMitS US to be

aware of the relative context of everything and the interdependence of elements.

And it permits people to communicate things they don't easily say to visitors who

are there for a day.
.24

Belkin's latett documents, recorded over the last six years in three rUral

Haitian villages, feature exampleS Such s: a young farmer talking about the

economic and physical difficulties of fat-ming; an old farMer giving a young

stUdent on his first field_trip, a tour of the land; a vOodO0

doctor talking about magical powers; a farmer talking about his father, and

village women discussing their problems.
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The original impetus for using video in rural development came following

the realization that there was, and still is to a large extent, an enormous

communication gap between those offering development assistance and those

receiving it. Belkin finds that the international donors; governments;

administrators and people in need, are more often than not, relying on

communi,itions based on "misunderstandings, lack of information and sterile

attitudes".
25

Belkin was surprised tO find that Canada was spending $100 million on the

Tanzanian agricultural experiment, but nothing to find out what people thought

of it; He says it should come as no surprise that many development projects are

MiStonceiVed and end in failure because no information has been sought on local

conditions and no evaluation done on the social, cultural and economic impact

of the development projects.

"Farming people possess knoWledge and potential which is not being

harnessed. Our goal is to help farmers and specialists take an investigative

attitude and gain awareness of facts which need to be understood and which, when

understood by those directly concerned, stimulate a more informed commitment to
u26

change.

* * *

Video has proven to be a good catalyst to get people talking. A microphone

.) video c3mera gives people the excuse to express ideas that they uSU,Jlly have

n- :t7Xor express, according to Dorothy Henaut, who has taught vid(o

several community groups in Canada.

is especially useful when people have a feeling of hOpelessnessi

Whi loCt tal 71uCh because they see no hope of change. Once they start talking

problems they see they are nc ! ilone with them, which is the first

st tc ',nj'ng s))iitions. An individual can't find solutions but an organized

group ce::. -1

Henaut in her work with the poorest people in Canadian society found that by

putting the camera in the hands of the people themselves; who interview their

peers, and playing back interviews and allowing people to erase the recording if
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they wish, qUiCkly buildS up their confidence in theroselves and the Medium.

People rarely asked for OraSUreS, easily expressed themselves and

Markedly increased their self-assurance. One partici-pant in a Hénaut video

project Suggests that "once you put a camera in someone's face he feelS like an

individual, no longer juSt part of the crowd'128.

Fostering self awareness ih people, in turn, promotes group awareness. The

COMmunity media, notably video and local TV, can accelerate and reinforce this

awareness and Creativity; Once the_avenue for people ,o people exChangeS are

opened, the possibilitieS are liMitleSS for people's power and capacity to

Make changes.29 They can be directed and influenced by other people with

similar problems;

In fact, Martha Stuart, a major proponent of making social change through

community-level video exchanges, believes video has the potential to mobilize

"an incredible amount of human energy and force".30

"In Sharing there is strength. By exchanging perspectives and eXperienceS,

(People) validate reality and the iMOortance of a particular commonality binding

them together, and encourage others (Whether or not they, too, share the

experience) to ápOrbach it just as openly and trustingly."31

By establishing a deMocratic information exchange; and encouraging the

self-determination of goals, self=worth, self-esteem, self-confidence is raised

and OetiOle have a feeling of "being doers rather than being done to" and their

sense of control iS increaSed, according to Stuart.32

* * *

ThOSe who have experimented with video in a social deVelOpment context in both

the deve100ing and developed world agree that there is a danger of Seeing videb

as a m1rar.-2 maker. They point Out that the medium must be kept in perspective

and understl)d that video is a tool to be uSed in the social process and not the

toCial proceS in itself.

"Video and filM reach both the intelligence and emotions of both the

producer and ti;1. audience. These flow towards understanding and hopefully,
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motivating action. But the action is carried odt by the people not by the

video," DOrothy Mnaut writes;
33

According to Francet Berrigan, animation is an essential ingredient tb

ensure that social action follows the cottUniCation stimulated by the video.

"Video can't do development work. It can ShoW the heedt, open channels of

dialogue, establish commUnication links and_stimulate action._ But it is not a

magic medium. It needs to be uted With fUll field support."34

Belkin credits much of his success ih Haiti With the fact that he worked

closely With a rural development organization which had developed Close contacts

with peasants over a number 6f years. Without the organization's cooperation

and support, he believes he wouldn't have been a&cepted as quickly and integrated

into the development process;

Héhaut Of the National F-ilm Board of Canada suggests that a great deal of

careishould be taken to f Video it the best medium to be used in a

particular circumstance c is the neceStary tOtial support and

animation to ensure that :t.4,Aion of the medium doesn't dO mOre hart

than good.

"No amount of video can re-ipiz..e a good cOffifflUhity Organizer, no amount of

video can make fuzzy thinking turn into clear social and political analysis.

No amount of video can make bad strategy and tactics work."35

Using video and community teleVitiOn at A vehicle for social change by

putting the medium in the hands of ordinary people it a radiCal departure for

all involved -- directors; governments; field workers and the people themselves --

and involves a number of inherent risks as well as benefits.

Filmmakers and television directOrt dO riot AlWayt find it easy to train

people in the use of video equipment and then just Sit back and let them decide

what questions to ask, when and whereito record_and what should be done with the

material, only offering technical adviCe When asked;

"In the past there has been too much Of a dittinCtion made between the

filmmakers and television producers, who have been playing the role of GO-di

and the subj.t down beloWi" eihe Canadian television producer writes. "Now

we're saying to them: let people tell yOU What they want in a film. Listen to

them and the film is going to be their film. 06

Giving the voiceless a chance to speak is not an easy task and talc-et

"great social Witdot," according to Dorothy Henaut, who ran into some resistence
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from authorities who didn't like the idea of g.fing poor people in Canada the

opportunity to criticize government policy.

"Certainly the success of video in the promotion of social change depends on

political will. If a country wants to keep its citizens in place and the

voiceless kept voiceless, then nothing is going to be accomplished."37

Frances Berrigan argues in "Community Communications: the Role of

Community Media in Development" that the idea of a participatory approach which

demands two=way communications and rejects top-down, centralized decision-making

is not easily accepted by development planners because it threatens existing

hierarchies.

"The video process requires a faith in the ability of a community to help

itself and seems foolhardy to those who are not used to seeking the views of

people before starting a development project and listening instead of talking.
.38

Be,rigan suggests that those authorities who fear that community media will

lead to embarrassing criticisms Should keep in mind that people are going to

criticize anyway and that it's better to do it openly which gives authorities the

chance to learn from it and respond.

Both strong government support and thorough explanations to all involved of

the goals, methods, and uses of vi'so projects, is absolutely necessary to

defuse resistence as much as possible. The clergy on Fogo Island, where the

original video for social change experiment was done, tried to get the local

people to forbid the recordings from leaving the island because they were

convinced they would be used to laugh at the backwardness of the islanders.

In a Latin American country video was used to train farmers as part of its

agrarian reform program. The head of the agrarian reform institution told the

video team that he wanted maximum participation from the farmers in_deciding what

kind of training programs were needed and in the actual production.39

In one of the videos prepared, farmers were recorded expressing doubts about

the wisdom of turning over scarce agricultural land to oil palm production for

export, in a country that wasn't able to grow enough food to feed itself.

Meanwh.fle, the progressive head of the institution moved elsewhere. His more

conservative replacement accused the video specialists of undermining government

policy and in the ensuing "recriminations and witch hunt" succeeded in stopping

the video activities altogether.

Gerald Belkin is very aware of the importance of strong political support and
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the delicacy of community video; He was asked to leave fanzania over a small

misunderstanding with a middle level aUthority and only allowed to stay after t e

intervention of the President.

"At all times you must have respect for local authorities:. They can be

very sensitive to the smallest error in judgement, which is enough to risk years

of work."

"But we have never had to compromise on what we wanted to do. We are not

there to denounce anybody and they feel it; There might be mistakes or

misunderstandings; but we show what we're doing ,fid that we're acting in good

faith; But you have to be covered. You have to have someone behind you. In

Tanzania we had the authority of the President and in Haiti, of the Minister of
u40

Agriculture.

In fact, it is often the _local authorities and extension agents who offer

the greatest resistence Of video projects; according to Paul MacLeod, who

introduced video to several villages in India.

'We found that field workers tended to be against all technology. They

considered themselves the best conduit between the people and the government

and felt that improving communication channels usurped their role; rather than

enhancing it.
Al

A video project in Ghana also ran into problems with local authorities. Every

request to video-film was seen as a major and formal demand, and it took staff

members several visits to get permission. (After permission was granted, whicii

it was in most cases; the officials were either nct very interested and didn't

show up for interviews or; overly enthusiastic and asked for as many as a dozen

functionaries to appear before the cameras when just one spokesman would have done.)

It is true that effective two-way communications can cause problems for

governments; When people are offered channels of communication it is only

natural that they become more active, make criticisms and make their point of

view known to authorities.

The governments of less developed countries are, admittedly, already beset hv

problems and c,pening communication channels is often seen as only leading to

further problems.

To be sure it is easier for governments to issue autocratic one-way

commands and plan development for people rather than with them. As one
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development professional points out, building roads and damns and breeding

high-yielding crops is "child's play" compared with the difficulties of working

with people.
42

Eut there is no getting around the fact that two-way .ommunication is the

essential dialogue to problem=solving, according to Dorothy Henaut.

"The communication facility in society is its most important resource.

Surely a more rational approach to communications can be adopted knowing that

communication has two elements -- information and response -- and without both

it is incomplete."43

The track record of the experiments with video i less developed countries

is a good one and the medium, in most cases has proved to be beneficial rather

than detrimental to governments. Rather than usurp established authority video

and community television hes increased communication between people and their

governments which, in turn, helped authorities do their jobs better.

Gerald Belkin compares making videos to building a road and government

authorities, at least in Tanzania and Haiti, were quick to profit from the new

tOute of communication.

"Once you create material it beteMeS a resource to be used, an object of

information, power and influence. People vie fOr it and you hever know who's

going to use it because it's there for anybody or nobody to grab
"44

.

Despite its dictatorial ^Ogie the video cassettes Belkin produced on rural

Haitian problems were sought after by aUthoritieS ih Various regions of the country

,here similar problems existed.

Video and community teleViSion is still in its beginning stages, as a

tool for supporting develOpment. But a grOWihg number of development communications

specialists and governments believe that this emcrging small media Will be playing

an increasingly important role.

Some, like television pro-du-ter Jean Tetrault of the United Nations

Information Office, believe the time_ is ripe to Start training "barefoot

cameramen" to serve the information needs for the vast majority of the

populations who are ill.--SerVed by ekisting information media.

He points 06: that the first generation Of Afritan Media personnel have been

treined in western techniques and are caught in the capitals aA doihg little to

ettablth communication links between the various elements in developing societies.
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When they go to rural areas with their city shoe.; and video equipment there

is a cultural gap between them and their subjects.

"What we need is a new generatiOn to return to the villagesand make a

Me:stage and then take it to another village. In_Other wordt, Use the medium

serve the needS of the majority," Tetrault said.

What are the advantages of Videb?

1) It is easy to operate. In a few weeks anyone can learn to manipulate

Videe equipiteht. Therefore§ no professional middle man is needed Which reduces

the chance of having infOrtation dibtorted, filtered or censured. The medium iS

put right into the hands of farmers§ cOmtunitY leaders, etc. to use as they

please tO express what they want to express.

2) It providet inttant feedback; People can see immediltely what -they have

video-filmed and improve on their technique through trial and error. Those

interviewed gain confidence in theelves and the mediUM When they see the results

Of their effOrtt right away; (Their confidence is increased even more if they

are given the right tb erate the cassette if they don't like what they see.)

3) Cassettes can be recycled and alsO easily distributed._ There is _no

need to send the material back to a city centre to be develOped and produced

is the tate with film and cNitralized television. Material can be edited a

shot and cassettes distribUted tO Other Villages. Video cassettes are m,-:e cost

effective than film because they can be regsed bn numerous occasions.

4) PrOduction quality is less importcl It in !ocal as opposed to national

television. BetaUte audiences are small; poorly 7roduced videos can still

successfully communicate messaget. The tame Videbs would be unacceptab!:1 for

broadcasts to national brii3dcast audiences A rule Of th0Mb is that if the

imago it fU22y and Wobbly and the sound bad, the person being interviewed and

their relatives will ttill Watch it. A neighbor will require a bit better imae

and those across town an evnn better quality. To thOW material to those in other

tOWns even more_attention has to be paid to framing, SOUnd, editing, tWe, aside
from the tbtlteht; Of tbUrtei these criteria are inoperative if the video

presented in a village iS the Only show in town; Even poorly produced,

material can still be captivating because of itt hOVeltY;

5) It is easy to adjust to the viewers' needs. The material presented can be

repeated several tiMet and stopped and started easily. It very portable and can
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be taken jUtt about anywhere to both record and Vition. It is reasonable
reliable and can be vieWed and recorded under a variety of COnditions and can
be played back in places that don't have to be blacked out during daylight;

6) Without a doubt one of its most important advantages is t: .ocal

languages are eMplOyed, which greatly enhancet CoMMUnidations; (Interviews can
be done in the 1.anguage of the addience or commentary can be added to the same
iMaget in more than one language.) The mass media in Africa employs ih large

measure, European languages which the vast majority of the population doesn't

understand.

What are the disadvantaget in using video?

1) Repairs.Though today's equipment it very durable and in many cases
dust proof, it ttill can deteriorate quickly on bumpy -h H and with rough
handling. Spare paitt ar t. often difficult to get in develOping countries,

repair shops are mi existent or often charge exorbant sums for work. Projects
can be delayed ..or 17YJI.J..4 waiting for equipment to be repaired abroad or for

replacemert partt tb arive

2) filport.'ig equipment. Despite the noble intentions Of thbte employing
Video deve-.0pment 70mmunications, many goVernments still insist on charging

excesively L:i^ge import duties on equipment, ih many Cases doubling the sale
_

price. Thet of the eqUipMent en route has also delayed many Video Orojects
3) Lack of, or erratic electricity SUpply. Video-filming can be done with

batteriet at 6 power source; But is becomes more difficult to show cassettes on
monitors without a ttable power supply. (Batteries alto need to be recharged
frequently.) If a generator it required the economy of the operation declines

and becomes more complicated.

4) EkpentiVe; Though the cost of video equipment it cominh down as the
quality of the technology improves; equipment is still relatiVely eXpensive to

purchase and maintain. tj ler mediums, such as community radio, might be cheaper,
easier to USe; more durable and can be just as effeCtive.

5) Editing it the weak link. The tendency is to OVertnobt material in

home-made productions requiring Many long hours of editing to whittle the

produet down to presentable proportions, Jf there is nly one video cassette
recorder and the Material recorded can't hc cdited at all, the chances of boring
and reducing the interett level of the viewers is increased.
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6) The technique is often manipulated by urban elites or foreigners.

Because the conception and realisation of video techniques is often in the hands

of international experts, there is little opportunity to develop rural African

approaches; There is a need to develop programmes to teach local people how to

Ute videb.

7) Video can be a waste of money, tire and energy; The argument can be

made that indigenous cultural media such as plays, puppet shows and songs and

dances, or group discussions can be just as effective and much less expensive.

"Why have second hand discussions and animation when you can organize the real

thing?" one social animator with experi5rce in Bottwana atks.
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Europeans and North Americant have been very influential in the establishment

of African television facilities and the training of personnel. It should be no

surprise that African programming has tended to follow Western-type formats.

This is largely seen as an error and African televisiOn iS noW atteMtping

to develop programming more relevant to the African context, more appropriate to

the interests and psychology of target audienceS and better designed for the

actual needs of the general population.1

The problem is that in the vaSt Majority of African countries no systems of

audience surveying; pre-testing, evaluatiOn Or feedbatk have been established.

The programme producers are essentially shooting in the dark and in the absence
of any substantative data on which to base changes; the tendency has been to keep

nepro,fiicing programming fashioned after that of the West.

* * *

Wilbur Schramm defines feedback as a cOMmunication pr7.cess which "produces

attiOn in response to an input of information, and inclOdes the results of its

own action in the new information by which it then modifieS itS Subse0Uent

behavior. 112
Graham MyttOn offers two human-scale examples. One is of a man

Who is writing letters to a friend who haS changed addresses. Because he is not

getting any feedback he keeps writing to the wrong addrOSS neVer knowing whether

or not tne letters are being received. He also says people are COnStantly

responding to feedback in everyday life. If 6 Orson says something which ,

hot understood, a good communicator will reaCt and adjutt by s3ying the saffe thing

in another way. 3 Broadeasters too have to be able to react a adjust.

In fact; establishing mechanisms for effective two-way communications betWeen

the television producer and his target audierrre iS absolutely essential, especially

if the goal of the producer is to inform and educate. WO Will eiplore in this

chapter the possibilitiet for improving African performance in this crucial doMaih.

Gale Adkins suggests that the moSt effective way of breaking the western

MOUld is by developing the capacity to condutt formative research and evaluation.

This she defines as being the preliminary studies that aid in the deVelOpment of

programme form, content and manner of presentation that most effectively

aCComplish the defined goal of the programme.
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"In the most ba5it terMS, decisions concerning how to reach the audience,

what needs to serve, and how best to achieve meSSage UnderStanding and acceptance

-can be Made on the basis of the data derived from the intended audience. MatérialS

can be tailored for the actual users instead of being modeled after programes

produced elsewhere in the world fOr people of different backgrounds, needs and

preferences. Assumptions and guesswork are replaced by interpreted data and

empirical evidence.
.4

The general managees of the Nigerian Television Authority in Ibadan said

he has little idea of whet%Ar or not his ptoducees are reaChing or even pleasing

their addiences. "Since we have no scientific research our programming iS based

on estimates and aSsumptions," said Bayo Sanda of NTA-Ibadan.

7he comments of Joseph sane, the Senegalese television programme director

are typical of the other African television professionals surveyed. He Said

there iS a great heed for iudience surveys but those who control the purse strings

don't want to spend money Oh it. If there iS no information on who is watching

what programme and which formats are successful in COmmUnicating messages to what

SectorS of society; Sane and Sanda, like many of their Africal colleagues, end up

guessing as to what might Work and have no idea whether it does or not.

In the past, African producers have got away with not relying on research

tO prOckite their programmes because; in a sense, they were talking to themSelVeS.

The audience waSi and Still is for the most part, an educated urban e' te, like

the producers. New pressures to make televiSiOn Mbre actesSible to tL urban

poor and rural populations make the research component primordial.

Honey Ingle agiTes that too little attention has beeh given to "the

determination and clear definitiOn of goals a6d Objectives of non-formal education

pt,jects, and too much; to simply getting the project OperatOnal."5

Ah argUMent might be made that pre-testing is a luxury that the penny-pinching

African television broadcasters can ill afford. Admittedly, th2 producers are

often pressed to procice material on gOveftiment deVelopMent SJiemes as quici6j as

Potsible and at times have difficulty paying for blank film and video ciASettes,

let alone elaborate scientific studies.

To be sure, research can be expensive, time consuming and complicated. It

may end up costing as much as actually producing a programme but it doeSn't have tO,

says Gale AdkinS.
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rely, the role of researcn in programme preparation heed hbt be a
T. ef iu !-scale use or none at all; Obtaining a research-based answer to

on-e key : 7en regarding hew a program is to be done it Using formative

evaluatihr reducing the guesswork.
u6

Reseai-rt- does net necessarily have to be the kind of hard scientific nUMber

crunching tiel. Ignacy Waniewicz warns can semetiMes "irritate the respondants

and teiNe only as a bureaucratic exercise in paperchasihg."7

Once research prioritiet are set, the questions that are deemed the mott

important can be given the available research attention; And the findings in one

invettigation will, more than likely, be applicable to future tituations; and

research findingt will begin to stockpile. Barbara Searie, an eduCatiOnal

technology specialist with the World Bank; believes that the best source for

finding out what shoulid be broadcast on television it the people who are watching

it. All you have to do is talk to_them. The more they are cehtulted, the greater

the chances are that programming will be understood and well received.

* * *

The evaluation process can be broken into three parts: goal definition,

deterMinatien of target audiences and pre-testing of prodUct; feedbaCk or monitoring

during the preduct run; and evaluation and analysis of the product'S SuccOst in
meeting the defined goalt.

Schramm believes that before particular plans can be made to develop

pt-ogt-amutti a master blue print should be developed Which taket ihte COntideration

an assessment of ne8dt and goals, the possibilities for making changes and the

resources available.
8

Sr,cendly, pains should be taken to understand the life;

belieft and attituOes of aose for whom the messages are detighed.

An inventcq of audience characteristics can be done through concluding

personal interviews combined careful field observation.
9

Also, field workers

Who are in direct centau'.: with the target audience Can be very helpful in

defining gpalt and designing messa . They are usually situated half-way between

development plans and their application.

To better understand how formative evaluation is being used to improve non-

forMal educational television pr6grammint2, 18t ut look at a feW eXAMples from

around the world.
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Several Canadian provinces finance educati,,1 television. The Ontario

Educational Communications:Authari fy (TVO) s a dolen full-tiffle retearchers

to staff itt office bf projeci research; ,.uplowska, the office manager,

explains that 11 TVO progra06 ai-se teSted at Various stages of their development.

To start with; the idea for a programmesis presented t0 6 Sample in the target

area tO find oUt if there is a need or an interest in it. The researchers then

meet with the productiOn people and diScUsS the target audience and the various

possibilities for reaching it. Formats and ScriptS are prepared and again

tried out on a sample of the target audience.

Finally, a programme pilOt is prepared and the audiences are asked what

they like ur dislike about it. They are alsO atked if the situati_ons_presented

are realistic and several hosts are presented in the pilot to fihd out which one

has the best "cheMittry" in communicating with the target audience. Kuplowska

says the importance of finding the right attorti guents and hostscan not be

underestimated. The_wrong person presenting a programme can greatly redUte the

communication potential by turning off an audience. Several methods are employed

to guage the test audience'S ret0Ohte to the pilot. First of all the viewers

are askel to fill out questionnaires. The answers are then fed into a computer

tb Speed up the analysis process. Also; the test audience is broken up into

small groups to discuss the Pilot with researche

When the producers finally sit doWh to oUtlir ,he series they pretty

goOd idea wt:o thefir ..udience is; what they know and like and how to -,tach them.

Kulowska finds that there is a direct relationship between the amount of

preliminary research done on a prograMMe and the degree of success it enjoys in

achieving its_gnals and reaching its audience.

AdMittedly, work being done ir a relatively wealthy country like Canada iS

not necessarily relevant in Afrita.

However, India's Satellite InstructiOnal Televition 7*periment (SITE), which

reachet 2.5 million people through village group viewing centresi is a good

Third World eXample of a Orbjett in which pre-planning and formative research

paid dividends. One of the main objectiVeS frOM the Start of the experiment was

to gain experience in testing and evaluating the effectivenetS of televition

messages in communicating with rural _audiences;

A lot 0f detailed StUdiet Were done before the programme content was devised.

Before starting to produce programmeS, the prodUtert kheW their village audiences
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very well, - their percep_on levels, sbcib-cultural tastes and opinions.
10

And before programmes were approved for broadCaSt, several prototypes were

ptetested in villages. For example; programmes were prodUCed, usUally on the

same theme, in several different formats and tested. Interviews, documentaties,

drama, folk ballad and other fOtmatS Were tried to find out which conveyed the

meStages best; Experiments also tested the structure of the OtOgrammes such as

opening and closings and optimal lengths. One spin-off of the SITE ptOject is

that it stimulated a gteat deal of interest in mass communications research

among social scientists who conducted much of the reseatch.

* * *

&Ogle African television broadcasters do_better than others in pte=planning and

testing. L'Office de Radiodiffutibn T616vitiOn Nigerienne; for example commissioned

a fairly detailed study of what the general popUlation expetts of educational

televiSion. Civil servants, youth organizations, village chief Women't

associations, along With other groups, were all surve,A. Prc'grammr planners in

Niger now know the format preferences of varibUt Sec- of scjety. The study

fOund, for example; that women liked very much learning dbOUt the progress women

are making in Other regions and countries. It also found that drama was the

best format for dealing wi, Controversial topics.

However; Niger's record on programme planning iS hot aS sparkling. Once a

genetal programme title is chosen; no effort is made to plan a season of

programmes. The individual prOducers present their plans for interviews and often

shoots on the same day they plan to do them. Tne OtOduction chief either gives

or doesn't give them permission to proceed on the spot.

The procedure is a lot less haphazard at the Nigerian Television Authority's

Channel 10 in Lagos. The station haS a reteatCh department which helps producers

find out if there is enough material to nourish a Serie. Once the subject;

format and target audience has been set and approved, the producers work with the

research department in the preparation Of an outline of three months of programmes

Which is then submitted to the programme director for a0Proval.

The ZiMbabwe Broadcasting Corporation tests pilots for each new progtaMMe it

prepares. And half the time the Pilot Serves as the first episode without changes.

so
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Pilot testing 4nvolves showing a trial prOduCtion Or the first one or two

programmes in a series to a sample of tie target audience and soliciting thir

reactions. This is the most conventional formative evaluation device.

A World Bank study suggests that pretesting iS tOtt-effective in the sensP

that it redket the likelihood of making costly errors.

"(The errors) may appear obViodS in retrospect but sometimes escape notice

during ._:esign; partly because those responsible for deign May be very different

in terMS Of education and culture than the audience. "11

The difficult part of pilot teSting is deciding at what point to test.

Adkins suggests that caution should be taken to entUre that tv,ting is done before

the production is too_far advanced to be changed or adjusted.

"There must be time and patience to make revisions in scripts, materials,

production techniques and even to do ne=tetting. What, :r is learned from pilot

eValdation is put to use in the nevision of still unproduced script5 and in

adjustments of performance and production. 12

* * *

Once a programme has been &Signed, pretested and put into production; the

evaluation process is far from over. A continuous MOnitoring Of the programme's

itn;)dct On the target audience permits producers to make improvements and

-tments during the series' run.

Feedback is essential in a social coMmunicationS netWOrk, according to Mytton,

if appropriate modifications are to be made or action taken in response to

information coming from the environment.13 In fact; there are so many things

that can go wing and impede the CbmiltnitatiOns process; without the quick

feedback producers need to make the necessary changeS,there iS no gUerantee the

message will get out, reach the right people; be understood and found credible_

and/or interesting; be remembered and inspire changes along the desired lines.14

_A good illustration of a communicatiOnt caMpaign that benefitted from

feedback is a campaign to promote the consumption of unproceSsed soybeanS to
r;

improve the nutritional status of the rural poor in Bol;;a."

A preliminary study was dOne tO find tOdid-cUltUral information food

purchasing and preparation and consumption practiceS. The Sample included

800 houSeholds and 4,000 people in the target area.
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RC. jo, posters; videot:.s, films and slide shows Were tle media thbUght

tb be the most effective for reaching the target population. ihe campaign wa

conducted in three phaSeS and each phase was followed by a random household

sui.vev. After new data was obtained changes in the campaign were Made.

Fbr eXaMple it was discovered after the first round that very few people in

the target populatibn understood Spanish. As a result the half of the 21,

60-second radio jingles that were in Spanish Were dropped and replted with new

ones in the Quechua language. The number of recipes being promoted was

1-duced beCaUte the Survey found most weren't beilg used.

The survey after the second rbUnd found that the largest demographic jroup

listening to the radio was male heads of households and teenagers, riot the

target group of younger married women _and mothers with young childrerL The

radio recipe prograffn were dropped and the spot ds changed to appeal to the

dominant li6tening q;-L;up. The jingles developed for the third rOUnd had a stron9 r

nutritional mefsage and emphasis was put on the importance of protein and

identifying soya as a "protective" and "body-building" footh

One measure of the campaign's success it that 92 percent of the target

population had heard of soya after the campPign compared to 19 percent before.

80 percent Said theY had eaten soya in a survey following the final phase.

* * *

The most_common technioue fot Obtaining field data is a cortination of

questionnaires and personal interviews by the researcherS. The prOblem With

relying on the respondents 'co fil out questionnaires is that you only poll those

who can read and write. Altb, allowing respondents to volunteer rather than be

selected at random tends to produce results and comments that more potitive

than they might otherwise be.
16

Experience shbws that if a qbestionnaire isn't dy up carefully; filling

it out becs a chore and the questions tisk being ii:inderst,J-cd. If a question

being posed is too general, the respondent m.ght prcvidc. more iiiformation than

is needed or wanted. Multiple choice questions are nc't .se unless a few

questions demanding a descriptive response thcluded to add substance. On

the other hand, questions of a purely descriptive nature if used excluSively

make coMpiling the results very difficult.17

* * *
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A producer can only glean so much information from surveys. The fattS and

figures can only have a human dimension if he himself observes the target

population; Before Canadian docu-drama writer Robert Guyrek prepares a text

he spends several weeks with the population segment he hOpes to vrite about.

He A'cords their conversations and in a sense lives their lives as much as

-,ossible;

Ignacy Waniewicz suggests that producers and writers mignt benefit not orry

from visiting their tarnet audiences but also from watching them watch the

programme they produce; The_expressions on the faces of the viewers is a good

measure of how a programme is being received and understood;

For a tine during the 10 year long educational television project in

Ivory Coast; the_producers of programming destined for rural adults watching

the school televisions in the evenings; were getting feedback from teachert

were leading discussions following the broadcasts. The producers are still

preparing programnes for rural audiences but since the coapse of the rest of

the project, they `lave not been getting any input from th( field; George Kettai

the Tél6vision Extra Scolaire prOdUction chief pointt out.

"The questionnaires the teachers sent back to us were very valuable. We

could see right away if_we were on the right track or not; Pacing; timing;

confiAng images; complicated language, clearness of message; popularity of the

subject mattet: all those things were brought out in th, questionnaires. Now

we're just operating by our past experience and inst: NeecFess to say it is

not nearly as reliable."

If a network of animators or field workers le&dlny _iscussions at group

viewing centres following programmes has been established; thic network offers

a superb vehicle for quick; accurate and direct feedbar.k; The limators can be

supplied with questionnaires which they fill out after discussing (;he broadcast

with the audience at group viewing centres. Waniewicz suggests that the

producers and writers could a1s Hnefit From participating in the post-viewing

discussions and filling out the same questionnaires as the animators;
19

The programme producers o. T616-NigE,r, an edu:ational television experiment

in Niger; took the unusual step of working on program, production; as well as

doing formative evaluation in the field;

"Close contact with both the goals and the resultt of thei i. production efforts

was maintaineL due to the dual nature of the duties of the team members. The task
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of steering the project along a general theoretical framework ss porformed by

the same people who were cret,ng the programmatic fUel Which the project
moving.

20
"

* * *

In the African countries surveyeu very little monitoring of programfte

response is being done. The producert Contacted depended almost exclusively Oh

VieWer mail and casual conversation with friendt and relatives for their feedback.

As a resUlt, producers p:ace a great deal of importance Oh the lettert received.

Gabciel !Ciotti, the roducer of a programme on health care in Ivory Coast, gett

between 200 and :YYJ letters a weak (though sometiMes as many as 2;50G if a topic,

si./Ch seXdal ::Tence; generates a lot of interest.)

All the letterkl are read and as many of the questions as possible are

answered on the air and as many as two or thre0 programm2s a year are inspired

by the ltAtrf "Droit de Sante", Koffis peogeamme, altb givet out its

telephone numaer and encourages viewers to call during and aftee the programme

with questions. The producers of e Magazine des Jeunes" has a unique way of

tolliciting viewer ,c,.iporise. Each week a ph r painting is covered up except

for one smell section and shown_on the air at tl'k beguilibg -dhd end of each

programme. The viewers are invited to send in lers with tholr guesS

as to what the object is as well as comments and quests about the programme.

The winner of the weekly s.ontest is awardLd a radio. BetaUSe of this simple

device, "Le MagaZinc des Jeunes" receive:i 10 times as !much rr ?s the othee

Télé-Sahel programmes.

Of course; the problem with counting on either lettert or phone calls for

feedbatk it that not all viewers have easy F,ccess to post officet or teiephones

and can read and write.

But still, when producers have so 1 inforiiiaton on audience reaction;

monitOring the Mail is extremely important ?lid is certainlV better than not
.

se ing aAy response at alL

* * *
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In the final phase of evaluation. the goal is to measure the impact of the

project on the target audience. Ha- Oe otogtathtre readied those whom it was

supposed to reach? Did the message sink in? Were changes made at a tetult?

Without the Pressure of preparing or producing a programme more time can be

taken_to thoroug:iiy evaluate the variout target aUdiences and the way they respc:nd

tO teleVition; kpein, unfortunately, next to no research of thit natUre iS being

done in the Africar countries surveyed;

Throughout the world, more money:and ehetgy it tpent on a general viewer

nu 21
bers surveys than ary other kind. These surveys are detigned primarily to

attract or condUct advertising and usually only measure audience size. A number o'

African television broadcasters do haVe access to surveys indicating audience

size and preference;

Television Service of Oyo State (TSOS), a statien in Nigeria, gets

60 percent of its revenue from the -state government and 40 percent from advertising.

The advertising traff'c office conduct- a sutvey Oh ttatiOn and programme

preference twice a ye7Ar, as well as specific surveys oo new programmino ideas.

For example the last speCifit surVey :::s on thF zudience potential for a programme

on the sport of wrestling. The -cJi-i-:At the results showing a- interest

in tUth a programme to possible a&.;-:.,r1;

Solomon SoremekOn of the advertising office says that tho -_3!1 the trveys are

designed prim'jly to show audience strength to advertisers, potentially useful

infcrmation For producers is also inciuded in the data. It tt,,et about a month

tb distibute and c:iect the questionrlires. In the first twO Or three

days the questionnaires are circulated; The respondents are asked to glve their

names, addresses and occupations and to get theit thildteh Ot Others who can read

& write to help toem Hil out the Questionnaires if they can't themt6ves.

A month later the survey team returns to collect the filled out (1ionnaires

and do some random sampling on the tObt by f'lling biit questionnaires fur

respondents; Soremekun finds that some -espondents ate teluttaht tb participate

hetLise they f.,r the survey is a ruse by the tax department. But generally he

finds, if tht researches and their goalS are clearly identified, the respondents

tend to be very cooperative and quite soohistitated detpite their lack of

formal education;

In each SurVey 10 households with_about 10_peopleiin each, in 20 different

villages are used. The survey teamt choote villaget With electricity simply

8 5
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because they are so much more likely to have television sets. (Ti is interesting

to note that the surveyers go out of their way to find out what programmes are

popular in rural areas because advertisers of products like beer; matches,

detergent and milk are interested in them as tar?ets.) The resultt oF the

s.Jrveys are passed on to the TSOS Programme department but there is Nt y littIL

collaboration between the producers and the surveyers. Soremekun says he never

meets with the producers to discuss the results and Tele Opakunle, the controller

of programmes at TSOS says she relies mostly on other forms of feedbatk such

letters and only 30 ercent of her input_is from the surveys. She blames

confusion over the station's political dire. )udget cuts, and -frequent staff

changes for reth the reliability of the eyt.

* * *

Ratelesco, the educational television service in Zaire, surveys viewers once

a year, Because of budget restrictions there, the surveys are limited to the

city of Kinshasa. The Ratelesco assistant manager, Kitenda Mata, says he is

constantly surprised by the information that turns up in the results and the

surveys have helped increase audience size.

The Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation condcts audience surveys once every

two years in conjunction with a local iivèrsit T Studentt dittribute

1,000 questionnaires asking for opinions on programme preferences and on trAevision

personalities such as hosts and actors. Job Jonhera, he ZBC programme directo

finds that the results are used equally by him and the advertising department.

We have seen in the examples given that many of the evaluation tecnniques

,eing employA by African broadcasters are well-worn Western models. Adkins

cautions "Iird World nationsiof the dangers adopting reter than adapting

foreign research techniques. 22
Because patterns of information dissemination,

CritEria for credibility, systems of soc!al values; as well as audience needs

and interests are likely to be different in developed than the less developed

countris; there is a need to develop uniquely African techniques and modelt,

At this point, since there is very little co-ordination between the less

developed countries, none are benefitting from the other's experiences or are

dependant on Westerners to interpret those experiences for them, Henry Ingle:
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"The lack of a strong evaluation component in most non-formal or for that

Matter forMal; education projects has hindered the state=of=the art develoOhient

of learning systeMS With the result that errors are repeated and difficu7t'5

recur in educattin programmes around the world.

Finally; current trends and technological developmentS are gaing to have an

effect on planning and evaluation. For example; on the technalOOital

front; the whole gamut of changes; from fibre optic cable connectionsiand tele-

conferences to two-way village satellite communications and computer-baSed

videateXt; haldt the potential for radically changing the dynamics of inter=

active television.

This rapidly developing high=tech front promises to raditally increase the

t-2:ceiVer's partcnction in programme development, evaluation and actUal

production. The teChnOlogy already exists to hook up thousands of televisions

to both a l?roadcast centre, a cOLputer and small cameras; The potential is there

to show a cumentary on a particular subjeGt; give a test in whiCh Viewers

respond i. lultiple choice questions by touching their screens.24 The producers

cf the documentary and selected specialists, can then answer questions, posec'- by

People speaking into their small cameras. Their image is receiVed at the

broadcast centre and retransmitted to the general audience. A diScUsSiOn CaOld

follow involving the same network.

The other factor which can be e':icted to affect planning and evaluation is

.endency to increase access anci participation among receivers thrdligh a more

vontraliZed approach to c=mmunications_in general and television specificall!

Alan Hancock writes ih Educational Broadcasting International that

emergence of commurity media there lies the seed3 of heW, mare open style:: 0)

panning and feedbatk.

"By definition, community media; being on a miro scale; are planned and

managed by their participants, and if monitored they can offer a wealth of

experience of how; in almost laboratory situations; genuine participation may
625

occur.

uf course, the devCipment of new communications technologies and community

media are very much related. And in both cases, they pose a challenge toithei

traditiOnal establishment of centralized planning. Hancock iS hat enthUtiattic

about the possibility of Shaking this often remote and out of touch character of
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centralized broadcasting except for what he_calls some token forms of user

conFliltation. However, the enormous potential for community-based media

decase the distance between sender and receiver and increase the chance for

two-way comunication channels and immediate feedback has yet to be explcved on

a large scale.

As was suggested in the beginning of th:s chapter, there is a growing

disFr.atisfaction with the_lack of success the y;e11-worn Western programming

formats have had in meeting the educational goals of African television.

Buti before any progress can be made in de':eloping new programming formats

to better communicate information on development, there is no doubt that the

capacity to --,onduct formatikk. evaluation, monito:ing and research has !7ot to be

further developed.

Without this crucial aspect, which has been largely ignored on the continent .

television will not be used to its optimum and effectivel.;, ,-each the people it

is supposed to be reaching and inspire them to progress.

Recommendations:

1) When dealir_r with larae numbers of illiteratJ receivers spread out over

a large geographical area; the most reliable way to get feedback iS tO eStablish

a network of -eliable field worers equipped with questionnaires. Half the work

done if an exi:cing network such as teachers c- agricultural agents; for

example, provide the data:

2) PrOducers should have as much cont.c:, as possible with the target

audience. If the goal is to communicate 1:Joi-mation on cooperatives to rural

women; t akes sense to have a producer who has had SOrr . experience or kr.owledge

of cooperatives, and is a woman from a .!illage who visits there often and alSo

films, as much as possible, in the villages.

3) Hold contests u; draws offering prizes to winners who participate in

thf, cmtest as well as fill out questionnaires. Small gifts such as bOttonS

adVertising the station, programme or campaign theme can also stimulate

participation.

4) Promote the evaluation process over the air to increase awareness Of the

survey, the importance of each response and redUce fear of participating. Also,

broadcast the results to increase the sense of pt.rticipation and knowledge of

the need for and use of surveying.

88
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5) Co-ordinate the research efforts of the advertiSing and prigramming

departments. COtS are red-deed if the sure surveys are used to provide demograph

information and programme preferenCe for adVei-tisers as well as more specific

questions on viewer tastes and habits for orodUterS.

6) USe eXistin-g research institutions. Public opinion polli!-1,: organizations

or university social Stienc departMents and their experience and expertise can

be a helpful addition in compiling data.
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Women in AfriCa are as misunderstood, misrepresented ar;c1 relegated

second class citizenship in the MaSS Media aS they are in society in gen2r.d.

The controllers of mass media, Vke those ih SOciety -arge, are almost a'11,

Male and tend to perpetuate certain myths and images regarding women, when the

media deals with women at 611;

The few women seen on African teleViSion tend to be portrayed as subservient

and dependent on pen, young sexual objects, or dealing With "WoMen's brobleMt"
_

whch are liMited tb household tasks and child rearing.

Precious little iS being dtine by African television to frankly and

accurately reflect the reality of African women and help theM iMprove their

lives which; because of their plutal role in African society, means advancing

society as a whole.

By limiting the potential of the MaSs Media to educate women and inspire

their participation in the development process, a major tool foe general

progress is lost; in this chapter, we will look at why it is crucial for women,

particularly rural women, to be giV-eh Muth more of a priority in development

support television, try and understand why they haVe been effectiVely igntired

in the past and, finally, how television can be better used to improve the lot

of women.

Television in the six countriet SurVeyed fOr this report, ls catering less

and less to the urban elite and tryino to open to rural Africa. The prbblemS

of peasants. WhO iake up between 70 to 90 percent of Africa's population, are

being given an increasing importanCe in all levels of programming.

Though agriculture has been identified as a major priority tor r_ievelopment

in many African countries and women spend two thirds of their time wwk-ing

in the sector and produce alMOSt half of the food consumed on the continent,
2

they are conspicious by their absehte oh J1MOSt all television programmes

dealing with rural development.

Dana Peebles of the United Nations' Development Programme conducted a

major study of the impact of etonemie deVelopment on Third World %:omen. Shc

found that women already are an integral part of the deVelOpMent pro-.ess hecauzr

of the work they do. This fact is not recognized widely. She argues that

without women, no real deVelOOMent benefiting all of society is going to happen.

"Consequently development programmes MUtt focus on women in ort-Lr to

be effective . . If you don't enlist the support and input of the people
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involve:I in the project it won't succeed.-1 '

Rural women are left with the major responsibility of looking after their

families, especially in the absence of their husbands. As Aissatou Cisse, a

researcher from Mali points out, rural women have the heavy task of lifting

their families out of poverty bt are expected to do it "withOut the benefits

and advantages Of training, ins4xuction, financial jd and tools and equipment".

According to the Ihternaonal Labour Organization, half the hours worked

by women are not included in official statistics. 5
In fact, statistics on rural

African women in general are rare The International Development Research

Centre (Canada) finds that there is a tendency among researchers to ignore

women's economic activity because it is simply easier tO survey merL

"Because women tend to work outside_official definitions of work and are

excluded from organized groups and associations, women tend to .have a profile

of a passive subject. As a resv't, it has been difficult to identify positive

mechanisms for accentuating the real contribution of women to development."6

What iS kpwn is that only 3,3, percent of African women have any formal

tr-ctining in agricultural techniqus though they are primarily responsible for

agricultural prodJction.

The capacity to produce enough food for the growing rimibets who are

traditionally dependent on subsistence farming has not increasA despite the

introduction of new, productivity-raising, market-oriented techno uqies,

because L. rcle of women in food production has been overlooked.

Accriing to Margaret Haswell, a rural development consultant, women

food-farmers face_a technology gap.

'Their trc:itional skills and 'know-how' are not exploited; they do not

have the opportUnities presented to men engaged in market-oriented production

of access to information on improved methods and inputs; and to credit; training

programs do not -Focus on their farm-ing practices and their inability to accept
u

'mowledTz- introduced -num outside.
8

There is also evidence that recent developments have put even .Jore

pressur: un women food-rarmers. They already have over-charged work-loads,

working an average of 10 to 16 hours a day and spend large amounts of tiMe

carrying we-9r and seaing for increasingly scarce firewood and, Of course,

handling all th. domestic tasks, such as food preparation and childcare.

95
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Men have traditionally helped women farmers with the big jobS such as fence

building, soil Preparation, harvesting and transportation. Rut women are

handling the farming work;-load CoMpletely on their own more and more as their

husbands leave the villages to seek work elSOWhere.

Not only are Women often ignorPd or left out of rural deVelopment schemes,

but there are indicatiOnt that soMe develowent projects have worked against the

position of women by increadng their workload and reducing their access to paid

Work.

A case in pOint is a major resettlement scheme in Bukina Fasto. A Study

found that though women were OverbUrdened with work in the fields; men were

granted the ri7hts tc the income from crop Salet. The Women also lost their

previous rightS tO land for growing food for the family and there were rib Markets

for them to sell their Surplutt Which cut off their major source of incom.

"Most of these problems stemmed frOm a lack Of beiderstandina of women's

ril1 0 and their exclusion rrom the project planning and benelits," Dana Peeples

writes. "As thiS tate demonttrates, while development assistance brings benefitS

tn male project particip its, in Some Casesi it May actually worsen the stuation
of women."9

The not retdlt of arl this, according to Haswell, is that women are left

with increasing workloadt, uting mit-Mod-6d practices, pushed onto poorer soils,

and are expending greater amounts of onei-gy fOr lest results;

"It can be postulated that the greater the r4ortiOn of en&V supplied
by women under the, COnditionS in the prod,ction of f-ood, the more uncertain iS

it that the subsistence requirementS of family households can be met.
"10

* * *

The Food and AricUltural Organization of the United Nations is encouraging

the partation of rural women in all level-s of edUcation as a long-term

solution to the rural development problem. The FAO also acHOtates increasing

the numbei- bf feMale extension agents working in the field. One FAO paper

states:

"In the field of trainin , like the agriCUltOral teCtor in general, the

9G
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challenge is to use all the human and material resources available. There is no

excuse in ignoring any resource especially thOse which prOMiSO tO help half

the population of the world."
11

COdou Bop, a professor at CESTI, the communications school at the

Universite de Dakar, is an ardent critique of the way women are treated hy the

mass media in Africa. She believes that the media, particularly the audio-visual

media; can play a major role in the education of women;

"The media can teach women how to improve their lives, circulate scientific

information and promote those who are the.most marginal in our societies:

namely; rural women. But the media, far from playing a supportive role,

perpetuates a negative image of women when it is not ignoring them completely."

In a study of women and the media in Africa, Bop found that despite the

irreplacable role women play in the national economies in Africa they are often

seen in the media as socially and economically dependent as children; as being

dominated by their sentiments and with no Other status than that of wife and

mother.

In another study; this one by Cameroonian journalist Jacqueline Abema

NLomo, two images of women were found to be repeatedlY portrayed in the African

media. One is of the dedicated, hardworking good mOther and faithful wife and

the other is the young, beautiful sex object who is either unfaithful or a

prostitute. Neither one is given any opportunity to speak their minds.

"Women are not forgotten by the media," NLomo writes of the second type.

7They arp put up front, exaggerating their most feminine side which is the most

superficial and dehumanizing."13

The way women are portrayed in fiction and dramatizations is particularly

important because of the major impact this fo,'m of communications has on large

numbers of people. In the countries surveyed; the television dramas observed;

in man" cas,:s, followed the pattern of women found to be portrayed in photoroman

pictule books in Senegal.

"All the action-revolved around the men. The heroine represents purity and

is ready to sacrifice all for the hero-. The women are materially rich and live

a western life-style. If they work they are secretaries and are shOWn tb be

more interested in office romance than office politics.

"They tend to be young, elegant, always changing clothes; shopping and

wearing the latest fashions and make-up. They are given the charac-Garistics of
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victims; like children; incapable of taking their own initiative without the aid

of a man, sexual objects; totally irresponsible and preoccupied y sentimental

problems."14

Bop concluded in her_study of wcmen and the media that the only women_who

are shown to be successful in the African media are those who have ambraced

modern life and western cultural values represented by the purLhase of imported

material goods -old the cultivation of individualism and the promotion of the

nuclear family;

And how are rural women represented in the African media? They are seen as

"eternal victims of natural catastrophy" and often referred to paternalistically

or "paraded in front )f cameras and microphones to dance and sine.
15

They are

almost never asked their opinions, according to Bop.

"The hard-working peasants; Who are running their families, small farms

and commercial enterprises don't exist for the media in Africa. They are seen as

illiterates without resources, unable to b y the products pushed by the media."16

* * *

To appreciate the difficulties in reaching rural women with development

messages it is interesting to listen to what the women themselves rave to say

about education and the media. The Zimbabwe Women's Bureau conducted a three

month survey of 3,000 rural women representing all age groups and regions of the

country.

The women interviewed for the report "We Carry a Heavy Load: Women in

Zimbabwe Speak Out", identified education as an important means for improving

their lives economically and socially. They also regretted that they, for the

most part, had little opportunity for education when they were young and were

limited by lack of time or opposition from husbands now.

"We need to be taught farming methods to overcome our farming disadvantages.

Also, we have no family planning knowledge and we must at least be taught about

this," one woman said.
17

"Some women are not allowed by their hosbands to go for schooling or to attend
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courses. The husbands say it is wasting time," another added.

The women said they get most of their information from word of mouth because

they were unable to travel because of poor roads and the almost total absence

of mass media except for the occasional radio. However, they did express an

interest in learning about what women are doing in other parts of the country.

"We would like to see projects being done by other women and share ideas.

We would like to even go out of this country and see what women are doing in

other countries," one woman said. Some of the women had radios at home but

couldn't affort batteries and complained that programmes for women were often

broadcast when they were away working in the fields. But the women thought

radio might be a good way of picking up new information.

"We need radios in our clubs so that we can listen to different

programmes." They liked the idea of posters, picture-books and comic books that

they could understand without being able to read. Many of the women interviewed

said they had never seen films or television. However, one woman who had seen

a film suggested that there was a great need to show more films to more women.

"We have seen a film. But we need to see many mopre. We need films on

hygiene for example and on farming methods."

The biggest difficulty in reaching women, both rural and urban women, is

that they spend so much of their waking hours working, there is little time left

for the "recreation" of listening to or watching television. A television

programme for women in Lagos, Nigeria was dropped from the schedule because it

failed to attract much of an audience. It was broadcast at 6:30 p.m. when women

are generally preparing food.

In N'Zikpli, Ivory Coast during the broadcast of a programme on child care

and nutrition about 40 men and no women watched the government installed

solar-powered television in the village centre. Women could be seen in their

compounds cooking and washing children. When they took a moment to rest they

sat and talked among themselves.

9 9
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Chief Olahanloye Akinmoyede of Lulupon, Nigeria said women have never

taken much of an interest in television in his village because they are so busy.

But, he adds, the men are faithful watchers of the programmes for women and,

though they were slower than the boys in developng the habit of watching

television , the girls in the ,illage are now avid viewers.

There are other problems as well. In Moslem countries there are not always

provisions made for a separate section in group viewing centres for women wnicn

effectively eliminates any possibility of them watching because of the taboos

against men and women sitting together. Also, most televisions in rural

communities are locked up in a secure place and only brought out when the owner,

almost always a man, chooses to operate it.

The UNICEF office in Abidjan commissioned a study to find the best means of

of communication to reach women with messages about health care. The study

concluded that none of the mass media can be considered very effective because

very few women are touched by radio and television and because of the large

number of illiterate women, which rules out the p-inted word.

The study, which was based on a sample of 48 villages and 331 respondants,

concludes that organizing women's discussion groups and feeding information to

women's groups that already exist is the most effective means to communicate

messages to rural women.

As we have seen, there is a pressing need for women in African society to

learn more about themselves in order to improve their lives and, in turn, the

lives of those around them. Women broadcasters are producing programmes, for the

most part, that are not contributing much to help the majority of women better

understand themselves, especially rural women. However, there are some notable

exreotions.

In Senegal, during the late sixties, UNESCO sponsored an experiment which

managed to get the most out of both group discussions and an audio-visual

medium: namely television.

Telé-Clubs were established in 13 working class neighborhoods in Dakar.

Two programmes a week on a wide variety of topics were broadcast on Office de

Radiodiffusion Telévision du Senegal (ORTS) and followed by discussions led by

an animator.

Hygiene, nutrition, treatment of illnesses, soeal and family order, civics,

recipes, household tips such as recycling material to make furniture and
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innumerable other topics were covered. One of the programme's producers said

the topic range was vast because women's responsibilities are vast. Several of

Of the programmes were designed t6 interest huSbands as well and they were

occasionally invited to participate in the discussions.

The Psycho-Sociological Research Centre at the University of Dakar followed

the progress of the Télé-Clubs throughout the duration of the experiment; The

Centre collected demographic information on the women who participated, frequently

interviewed them and administered learning tests.

The women's attitudes about the programmes and the discussions following tne

broadcasts were measured. The experiment is considered to be a success because§

among other reasons, the researchers found that the women 'learned a great

deal and actually passed along some of their new knowledge to family members and

friends";18

Henry Ingle in Communication Media and Technology writes: "The reports on

the Senegal experiment with television generally are favorable. Discussions in

the groups were reported to be lively and much of the managing pf the discussions,

over a period of time, was assumed bythe women. Attendance fell off by only

about 10 percent after nine months."19

Plans have been_made to duplicate the experiment in a rural setting but

lack of funding has held back any progress. There is some hope that the

experiment will be tried again when ORTS's planned Télé-Rurale gets into full

swing over the next few years.

"La Quinzième de la femme" is a single-theme, multi-media campaign also in

Senegal that is organized to last 15 days. Television and radio programmes§ news

broadcasts. newspaper articles§_women's associations, and the government

ministry in charge of women's issues all coordinate their efforts around one theme,

which is relevant to rural women; The idea is to saturate the communicationS

media over a short period of time tO increase the chances of reaching a large

segment of the population.

Emilie Senghori a television producer at ORTSi points out that by reinforcing

the mEssages presented on television with other media the chances Of making an

impact are greater.

"Our programme for women has been criticized in the past because we would

raise a subject and get people interested but there would be no folloW-06. With
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the Quinzieme de la Femme our themes aren't just presented and

become a part of an integrated whole and one of many levels of

great way to avoid duplicating effort."

In Niger the prOducers of "La Magazine de la Femme" every

video-filmed their half-hour programme, which 13 for and about

the interior. The progranue has been receiving some financial

help defray the costs of travelling;

ThOUgh it has since been dropped from the Ivorian television programme

schedule, the Ministere de la Condition Feminine, prodUced a weekly programme

that "showed rural women in their real situation and gave them the freedom to

speak their mindt", according to producer Marie Antoinette Aoulou. Animators

hired by the Ministry met With women's groups throughout the country to discuss

the programmes' contents. A meeting was held once a year in Abidjan between the

animators, the Ministry, and the producers to exchange ideas and discuss strategy
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* * *

In several of the countries surveyed, notably Nigeria, Zimbabwe and Niger,

women can be seen regularly presenting or reporting the news. Nigeria; more than

any other country, has women integrated into important management positions and

producing a variety of current events and dramatic programmes that are for

general audiences.

BOt more often than nbt, women have been restricted to support or

secretarial jobs in television production, introducing the day's programmes on

the or to producing programmes for female audiences.

The fact that almost all of those in upper management with control over

programme content and direction, in the countries surveyed, are men, hat a

marked influence on programmes for women, according to the women broadcasters

surveyed. The complaints ranged from a general uncooperativeness and .-ejecting

of themes the least bit controversial, to out and out sabotage of the women's work

by male technicians.

"Men are not helping. They are holding us back," Marie Antoinette Aoulou,
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the producer of a programme for rural women which was dropped by Radio Television

Ivorienne recently, said. "There are no women in positions of authority in

Ivory Coast so our programmes aren't given priority. Men can't understand

women's problems. So there is a need :o give space to women in the media but

they're not getting much."

At a conference of women communicators in Dakar recently, several television

producers reported that male technicians who opposed criticisms of male roles

and traditions on the air frequently destrcyed or lost cassettes or turned off

the audio recorder or precipitated an equipment breakdown.

One woman producer at L'Office Radio Telediffussion Senegal, at the same

meeting, spoke of a programme which showed a UNESCO film on contraception

followed by a round-table discussion that was prevented from going on the air

at the last minute by male managers who were afraid of offending the Minister of

Information who was also president of a Moslem association.

Codou Bop in her study of women and the media in Africa cites a male-produced

drama in a local language which is designed to defend traditional Islamic values.

She writes that women in that programme are seen as: "transgressors of that

order, disciples of satan and men as the defenders of authority and restorers
fin

of social order.

Women working in television have their hands full in Africa, according to

Television Service of Oyo State in Nigeria programme director Tele Opakunle.

They clyistantly have to deal with men, in and out of broadcastingi who believe that

"the position of women is in the kitchen with children".

"We want to tell people that we don't want to be in the kitchen and that

careers are becoming more and more important for women in the cities and the

Opakunle said that it is extremely difficult for women to make it to positions

of power in the competitive word of television and a woman has to be twice as

resourceful as a man to make it to the top. Women working in the media in the

Congo, according to researcher Rose Toyo, avoid working in television because

they see it as being particularly demanding.
21

* * *
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Each of the countries surveyed broadcast or had broadcast a magazine-format

programme for women; The programmes, with titles like "Feminine Fancies" and

"Happy HOmes" and "Family Circle", vary in subject matter and style from country

to country but they generally centre around what is traditionally seen as a

woman's activities: household chores, child care, health and hygiene and family

budgeting.

Occasionally the pattern is broken and more sensitive and controversial

q.stions are dealt with such as poligamy, infanticide, contraception and abortion.

TWo of the women's programne producers surveyed said they included mateeial to

help women make career decisions and opportunities for education for women.

However, most of the proaramming for women seen in the countries surveyed

tended to cater to an educated; urban elite. For example, every noon television

in IVory Coast shows a talk-show for women in the French language that frequently

introduces cultural events only seen in Abidjan; the largest city; Another

programme in Nigeria, which is designed to explain to women how society workt,

one week featured a male reporter interviewing women in an Ibadan hair dressing

salon.

The produceos of women's programmiug interviewed generally agreed that they

could do a better job of_covering rural and urban poor women. It should be noted

that African television in general is an urban phenomenon. The studios are

located in the capitals, the production staffs are from the urban elite and

there_are few resources; if any at ell, to video-film ih the interibe.

However, women television producers and journalists have been criticized

for "making television for themselves"; They tend to choose to interview

''experts" in European languages, often using technical terms that are over the

heads of the average viewer; and rarely look beyond the concerns of upper-class,

educated, urban women. As far as rural and urban poor women are concerned; the

small portion of production resources given to women is more often than not being

squandered;

"I really wonder if women communicators are really interested in the problems

of rural women," Beatrice Damiba, a journalist from BUrkina Fasso, asks. "You

might see a woman who is the wife of an ambassador on television but nobody talks

about rural women. It is simply easier to cover city women;"

If the majority of African women are going to be accurately and fairly

dealt with on African television, the first step is to change the attitude of
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women producers and journalists, Codou Bop, a communications professor in

Senegal, suggests.

"We act like it's an established fact that information orogrammes don't

interest women and/or that they are unable to understand them." Bop writes in

'Les Femmes et les Medias e;. Afrique" "What we're doing is closing the window

which is open on the world and cuts women off from the means of understanding

political and economic lecisions which have a profound s'gnificance on their

The producer of "Yeete", which means consciousness raising, a women's

programme in the Wolof language in Senegal, agrees that women journalists tend

to underestimate rural women.

"We need to take more time to understand women," Emilie Senghor said. "We

have been as guilty as men have of thinking that rural women don't know anything.

But it's surprising how much they know. They use plants to cure illnesses that

work well. They know a lot and need to share that information."

* * *

Anita Anand, an Indian film maker and feminist, finds that highly educated

women in developing countries -- which includes leaders, professionals, academics

and journalists -- have a tendency to perpetuate the status quo at the expense

of less successful women. She says these women feel that the patriarchal system

has worked for them so it should work for all women.

Anand is convinced that the only way to improve the lives of the majority of

women in the developing world is by raising their consciousness and leading them

to action.

"What women need is to be aware of the oppressive structures that keep them

in positions of powerlessness," Anand writes. "Whet they need is an understanding

of societal forces that result in women bearing so many children, working

endless hours without respite, being beaten and raped, putting up with

alchololic husbands, and going hungry.
"23

Both the media and existing educational systems are doing little to help rural

women, she maintains,and the drilling of women in the 3-Rs, nutrition and family

planning has not provided women with the tools to understand and analyze "the true

nature of social, political and economic systems that govern their lives and

oppress them.
"24
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But before women broadcasters can inspire women to make even modest changes,

let alone radical ones, they have to either develop or have access to research

material on which to base their programme content. It can be argued that the lack

of research m iaterial s only an excuse for inaction and that all that is really

needed is for the producers to take their cameras to the villages and talk to

the women there to find out what they want.

But Erskine Childers, the UN Development Programme's information director,

points out that the development and economic planners in both the north and south

are overwhelmingly men. He believes that it is essential for the media and

social researchers to be armed with "hard evidence" to prove that women are

important economic agents who have been passed over and ignored in order to

make their needs known.
25

The Association of African Women for Research and Development (ARARD) agree

that detailed research on women would help producers know their target audience

better and contribute to creating programmes which "show_women in real-life
n

situations, discussing and dealing with their problems.
26

ARARD plans to conduct research on how women are presented in the media,

how women react to that image and how it affects their self-image. The women

would also like to know to what extent women (both audience and broadcasters)

participate in formulating content.

One way of increasing the information available on women and development is

to strengthen the links between African women communicators and organizing the

exchange of articles, research and broadcasts on women, done in the different

countries. ARARD suggests that the United Nations Information Offices and

pan-African media organizations like PANA and URTNA could help make the exchanges

possible. The association is also hoping to get support from women's networks

in developed countries.

Besides increasing the awareness of women journalists of the needs of women

and how the media can advance the cause of women, African women in the media need

to build up their self-cunfidence and be more assertive in ensuring that the

women's perspective is heard and women are fairly presented and represented.

That's the opinion of a growing number of African journalists and producers

including Marie Antoinette Aoulou, a television producer in Ivory Coast.

"Women aren't free. Men,have control of the words. We have to fight to show

we can do something. The problem is that most women don't feel like fighting."
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At a conference of women journalists in Dakar, Senegal the women agreed that

they were not taking enough risks and were suffering from what essentially

amounts to self-censorship. A Senegalese midwife complained to the journalists

that even though the government fully backed the midwives, the media was not

very supportive.

"There is no reason to be shy," she told the meeting. "Don't be scared.

There is a lot to be done. But you all just can't sit and wait for someode else

to do it."

Congolese journalist Ruse Toyo urges women in the media to be "audacious

enough to impose," stand up for what they think is right and stick together.

"We need a solidarity among women," she said at the conference. "Alone,

the struggle is lost. Whether it's the right or the left, women are being

censured. But if we fight we'll always get something. When we are afraid, we

do nothing. We have to say what we have to say despite the danger of censure."

There are some encouraging signs for African women working in the media.

Governments are giving women'S development an increasing priority and whole

ministries dealing with the condition of women are springing up around the

Lontinent. Certainly, this added support offers women in the media the opportunity

to overcome many of the difficulties outlined in these pages and develop

information programming for, about and involving the majority of women that will

contribute to enlightening them and help them improve their own lives, and by

extension, African society as a whole.
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The development of the agricultural sector has been given a top priority

by the majority of African governments. To be sure; agriculture provides the

greatest possibility for national development.

Exported agricultural products are the biggest earner of foreign exchange

on the continent and the sector provides 80 percent of the employment available.

The development of agriculture represents for Africa its best chance of reducing

the risk of famine, costly foreign aid and reaching food self-sufficiency .

The problem, of course, is reaching rural populations with information about

agricultural progress and inspiring them to employ new techniques to improve their

productivity. This is made doubly difficult by the conservative nature of rural

Africans who are very respectful of traditions and sceptical of change.

According to a World Bank study of communication support in development

projects, face to face contact between farmers and rural agricultural extension

workers is the best way to reach rural inhabitants. 2

But, the study points out,_despite the success of the orthodox agricultural

systems, many countries are having difficulty coping with the recurrent costs

involved and are looking for alternatives. The Bank suggests that the cost-

effectiveness of the broadcast media in agricultural development education makes

it a good investMent possibility for developing countries.

In fact, the efforts of the mass media, radio and television particularly,

when combined with the work of field workers who complement the broadcasts, haS

been found to bring about some very encouraging results.

Television and other mass media can contribute to improving the agricultural

sector of African economies on a number of levels:

1) break the traditional isolation of rural society by presenting a

modern image of society and making rural people aware of the need

to change some of their habits and behavior;

reduce the mass exodus to the cities by providing an urban link to

rural areas and an entertaining and enlightening diversion;

increase the educational resources available in rural areas. In

the absence of much in the way of rural adult education, television

can contribute to filling the void;

establish a communication structure that takes into consideration not

only the transmission of information but also the feedback to

authorities, through 2=way coMmunicationt, information from the fiel
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5) train and inform extension agents in the field, Ministry of

Agriculture officials in the capital, researchers, Universities

and other organizations involved in the sector of government

policiesi ihitiatives and the work of each other group;

6) make urban dwellers aware of the importance of rural development

and encourage them to return to the land and take up farming.

The high cost of a television receiver; which can be as much as the avervie

annual earnings of most Africer: and the lack of electricity and broadcast

signals in_much of the continent are obvious handicaps in using television for

rural development education.

But two points should be taken into consideration, according to George

Ketta, the producer of "Tele Pour Tous" a very successful rural education programme

on Ivorian television. One is that all but a handful of African countries have

made the heavy investment to establish television services. It is only logical,

he maintains, that these systems should be employed as much as possible tb inform

both rural and urban people of the possibilities for agricultural development.

the second point is that even though television remains largely an urban

phenomenon in Africd, the medium has an increasingly important direct and indirect

link to rural areas. Information on agriculture is picked up by city dwellers

and passed on to rural relatives; Farmers often return to their homes after

living temporarily in cities and, finally, an increasing number of farmers live

in cities and towns and commute to their farms.

Right across the African continent; television has been put to work

promoting the agricultural sector and enjoyed some impressive results. Some

examples:

* "Operation Riz" in Ivory Coast succeeded in making the country self-

sufficient in rice production in two years; Television broadcasts supported by

other media and extension workers cmtributed to making the public aware of

the campaign and taught rice farming techniques. When the campaign ended tWo

years later; rice production fell.

Millions of trees were planted in Burkina Fasso following a multi-media

campaign that involved television programming on the utility of trees; their

role in rainfall and soil conservation.

* A teacher in a small village near Niamey, Niger credits the government-
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sponsored, solar-powered television with informing and inspiring farmers in his

area to take up vegetable gardening. "Television gave them the initiative and

explained to them how to do it." He said they were particularly impressed when

they saw tons of seeds from France being unloaded from boats.

* Coffee production increased in Ivory Coast following a television

campaign to encourage farmers to prune their plants to regenerate them. Images

of plants before and aftLr pruning and the government paying farmers who missed

a harvest to prune were shown.

* In Nigeria a well-produced dramatic series filmed entirely on location

in a village tells the story of an urban family which returned to its village

to take up mechanized farming. The drama's producers work closely with extension

agents to ensure accuracy in the portrayals.

* The progress of Zimbabwean school children as they learn agricultural

techniques while they work their school garden is monitored by an agricultural

television programme.

* In several countries, including Zaire, model farms are found and the

farmers invited to explain their techniques and the reason for their success

followed by comments by agricultural experts.

There is no doubt that television can contribute to bringing about progress

in agriculture. It increases awareness of particula- agricultural programmes

and campaigns, stimulates interest among those who see television and those

to whom the information trickles down, adds credibility to the work of

agricultural agents and raises questions that, hopefully, local authorities can

answer.

But even the producer of one of Africa's longest-running, most effective

rural education television programmes, "Tele Pour Tous" admits that television

has a very modest influence on actually teaching farmers.

"Television is best used to support or complement other media and extension

services," George Ketta of Ivory Coast believes. "The problem is developing

the right materials and know-how to penetrate the rural psyche which isn't easy

considering the increasing gap between city and country."

The problem wich much of the agriculture programming seen on African

television is that the majority of producers and directors do not have the

know-how, willingne3s or resources to "penetrate the rural psyche".
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More often than not, agriculture programmes consist of very boring and often

didactic lectures or interviews featuring agricultural experts speaking over the

heads of the average farmer employing technical terms and in European languages.

A study following a television series on farming in rural India found that

half the audience was made up of children and farmers rarely watched because

the programmes were "not sufficiently entertaining to command their attention

after a hard day in the fields". The programmes also lacked credibility because

the villagers themselves were rarely depicted on the screens.
3

Few broadcastcrs realize that it is not sufficient just to broadcast "c.00d

messages" and that it is absolutely necessary to communicate. The images

presented and the language has to correspond to the language and culture of the

target audience or very little will be effectively communicated.

Bay Bando, the general manager of the Nigerian Television Authority's

channel '10' in Lagos, suggests that the documentary style, which is chock full

of images and has a voice over which can be translated into different languages,

is a good format for agricultural programming.

"After drama this is the least boring format," he said. "As much

information as possible should be given that the layman can grasp without getting

too technical."

Another format for agricultural programming was successfully experimented

with in Mexico.
4

Television was a major part of a multimedia campaign that

included posters, radio programmes, songs, jingles, as well as the more standard

interviews and documentary reports. The goal of the programme was to create

"teachable moments", or times when the viewer is fully attentive because he is

being entertained as well as informed.

To be sure, there are some built-in contradictions when considering tha

production of effective agricultural programming. First of all, the fact that

almost all the producers, directors and agricultural experts are men who, as a

rule, do not appreciate the primordial role women play in this important sector.

As a result, women who make up half the population and as much as 80 percent of

the farming labour in Africa, are virtually ignored by television broadcasts on

agriculture.

Secondly, because agriculture is seasonal it is often difficult for

broadcasters to find visual material to illustrate new farming techniques or
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crops. A government may announce a major rice growing campaign and want

television to be used to get the message out; But if there are no fully grown

rice fields in existence, it is difficult for television to visually present the

produce and how to grow it. To be successful, crews have to film all year

around and show the crop before the growing season, which is difficult if

government policy is not also set well before the growing season.

* * *

There are a lot of broadcasters who would like to spend more tiMe in the

field interviewing farmers about farming but there are many difficulties

they run up against. Some broadcasters have vehicles but no money for

gasoline to power them. Others have vehicles but no money to buy relatively

expensive film ttock. (Many broadcatters have to rely on the more cumbersome

and expensive film because there is not enough video equi_pment available.)

In some countries roads are poor under normal conditions and literaly

impassible in the rainy season; Also, portable recording equipment is often

too sensitive for Africa's dust, heat and bumpy roads and frequently breaks down.

If there are no reliable_local repairmen the equipment hv; to be sent to Europe

to be fixed for long periods; Again, keeping mobile crews out of circulation;

Broadcasters themselves are in many cases less than enthusiastic in

giving ordinary farmers a voice in the mass media. For one thing, if their

programme is in a European language, they often have difficulty finding farmers

fluent enough in that language tO interview.

Also, a natural consequence of asking farmers what they think is hearing

criticisms of government policy, something those working for goverment-controlled

television services feel very uncomfortable with and much prefer to avoid.

As a resdlt, broadcasters are often restricted by circumstances and by

choice to the safe confines of a centralized studio where they interview

agricultural exi, 4n a "talking head" format; without visuals or with imported

images not necess relevant to the local context.

And how do fa, themtelvet feel about teleVition?
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A major complaint of farmers who have access to television programming in

agriculture is that the inforMatibh presented is not relevant:to them or

passes too quickly for them_to understand. ThiS, Of COUrSe, is the difficulty

with centralized broadcasting. By trying to be all things to all people it

ends up teally COMM-UM-eating with no one; A teacher in a village in Ivory Coast

said that farmers in his area prefer filMS tO television because they can be

viewed twice in a tiw, which increases comprohensiOh and there is usually

someone accompanying the film to discuss the material covered.

Chief Olahanloye AkihMoyede of Lulupon, Oyo State in Nigeria finds that the

agricultural programming on Nigerian television is vety ObOular with the farmer.s,

who watch the government-sponsored television set up in the village cinema for

group viewing.

They particularly like prOgraMMeS Oh modero farming where they can see

machines doing work in a few days that they take a MOnth tb db.

"TheY like to watch it," the chief explained. "But they see it as being

impossible for theM. It it Mbre like a futuristic fantasy show;"

_A University=educated, former government bUreaucrat in Ivory Coast is

farming pineapples in Assissini; Ivory Coast. He has become very popular with

his fellow farmers in the region because he records on his video cassette

recorder programmes on agriculture whiCh he keeps in a growing videotheque

and shares with his neighbors. He also explains the contents in the Meal

languLge for those who do not understand French;

Agricultural televiSion prograMining has not ,.. de a dramatic impact on the

lives of ordinary Africans just as eduLational televisioni on the whole, has

had little impact;

Part of the reason that the medium has not lived up to its promise and

potential to educate the masses has been 6 lack of interest on the part of the

political leadfarship; However, this is rapidly changing. The United Nations Food

and AgricultUral Organization, UNESCO and CIRTEF; the francophone media

association, have all receiVed reqUettt frbm African governments for help in

improvinyithe efficiency of their agricultural deVelOpmeht Support ih

broadcasting;

Once the politizal Will it ettablished and expertise developed; the

potential for the mass media to play an increing role in enzoUrAging
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innovation in agriculture is good, especially if it is coordinated with

organizations working in the field_and interpersonal discussion.

BUt the bOttOM line for television is that_relatively few African farmers

are reached by the medium at present and that it is very unlikely that

electrification; reduction in the cost of a receiver or extension of television

signals to.cover more rural areas will come fast enough to change the

SituatiOn in the near future.

Recommendations:

1) Integrate the work of Ministry of Agriculture and other organizations

involved in the sector under one communications roof to avoid costly duplication

of effort and faCilitate coordination.

2) Integrate the existing Ministry extension service into multi-media

campaigns on two levels providing agents with information on broadcasts to

share with clients in the field and encouraging agents to poll clients to

provide feedback to programme broadcasters.

3) Saturate the target area by plugging the message into as many media as

possible. Have the same, coordinated message presented on radio; television,

newspapers, pamphlets, posters, T-shirts, jingles, spot announcements, etc.

5) Establish a fully-equipped broadcasting unit in the Ministry of

Agriculture; This ensures the reliable access to equipment, and provides

broadCasters easy access to Ministry programmes, policy and pulicy makers;

6) Make programming more locally relevant by decentralizing programming

whenever possible, broadcasting in local languages and choosing production staff

who speak Meal languages, are from farming areas, and sensitive to rural iSSU2S.

7) Pay more attention to special training for production staff. A new

generation of agricultural broadcasters is needed who are knowledgeable about

media, agriculture and pedagogy.
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After drama, light entertainment and neWsi OrOgraMMes On health care

consistently attract the largest audiences in the African countrieS SurVeybd fOr

this report. Thete OrOgraMMeS with titles like "Your Health", "Right to Health",

"Health and Hygiene" and "Tducatibh for Health" prOMote Change in health habits,

population educationiand nutrition practice.

In a paper On the use of communication to support development, Heli Perrett

of the World Bank suggests that Uting coMmunications; including televiion, to

achieve health care project objectives is essential and has Oaid SUbStantial

dividends in the past.

"Experience has shOwn that Well-designed and well-managed communication

activities can contribute significantly 0 creating awareness and interest,

increasing knowledge and understanding, and changing attitudes and even behaViOr,

Within a reasonable period of time."

In this chapter we will lOOk at why health programming is popular, how and

what health-care messages are broadcast and how they mioht be Mbte OffeCtiVely

communicated. A tUrVey Of nine health programmes ih six African countries was

undertaken. In almost every case the OrOgrammes were either straight interviews

or in the magazine format.

The Magazine fOrMat involves a mix of studio interliews, lccatim filming ih

hospitals and villages, iMpOrted filMs andi oCtasionally; locally produced dramas.

The objectives vary from country to country. BUt all the broadcaSters are

attempting to change attitudes and behavior by disseminating basic informatiOn

dealing with the popUlation; health and nutrition sectors.

Measles, diarrhea, cholera wormti altho101iSM, malaria; sexually transmitted

diseases, and tuberculosis are among the health problems most commonly

elaborated on in the health care broadcasts. Family planning and child care is also

a very popular tbpic. Thit inclUdeS the Whole gamut from birth control; pre-natal

care and abortion to mid-wifery and infant care.

The general opinion of the_producers; governmental and non=governmental health

workers and several rdral teleVisiOn viewers is that the audience for health-care

programming is large becaus2 the general pbOUlatiOn is becoming more aware of

changing poor health habits. The assistant director of Ratelesco the eddtational

television divitiOn Of Voix du Zaire; Kintenda Mata; said he was surprised at

first to find that health programmet were SO pOpular. But he now sees it as

being part of an overall trend in Zaire for people to be increatingly intereSted
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in obtaining information about heElth in order to solve their own problems

"There are not enough hospitals and trained medical personnel in 'Zaire and th0

population has a great neea to learn about health care so they can help

themselves."

This opinion was corroberated by a Ministere de la Sante Publique official

in Niger. He said that opportunities for formal education have been very limited

in Niger, and televisioni with its mix of audio and visual images, "goes a long

way to compensate for the deficiency in knowledge about health among thOte Who

haven't been to school";

According to Moustaphe Guaye the producer of Senegal television's health

programme in the Wolof language "Wer Gu Yaram"; his goal is to teach people to

look after their own health.

"Our message is that the state can't do everything and the public's

participation in preventative health care is absolutely necessary if progress is

going to be made in eradicating certain diseases and raising health levels."

In faCt, the survey of nine programmes on health care revealed that

preventative medicine was the most commonly treated topic. Producers like Kemi

Opeadu of the Nigerian Television Authority's programme "Your Health" says she

starts with the premise that the general population has little knowledge of what

makes them sick. She shows people how to recognize symptoms, what to expect from

an illness, how to prevent it and when to seek professional care.

"Your Health"; a programne on Channel 10 in Nigeria; like many of the

other health programmes, devotes a lot of time to encouraging people to keep

both the inside and outtide of their dwellings clean and tidy and free of

stagnant water. Proper hygiene practices fOr children is also a common theMe.

In Ivory Coast the educational television programme "Tele Pour Tous" iS

credited with playing a major role in reducing the instances of water-borne

disease 1:), helping rural populations better understand the relationship between

clean water; wells and filters and common ailments like Guinean worms. The

broadcasts were co-ordinated with a government campaign to build wells;

Nutrition is another aspect of preventative health care that is frequently

treated on the health programmes New foods and recipes are introduced and more

nutritionally balanced meals are advocated.

Nutritionists can be seen frequently on African television preparing foods,

though a common complaint among the viewers surveyed ic that the recipes are
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difficult to follow and remember and all the ingredients are not always available.

Senegal's Ministere de la Sante Publique had the national television health

programme it produces film several episodes in villages showing extension agents

demonstrating ?ecipes as part of a nutrition campaign. The Ministere also

instructed its agents in the field to watch the programmes to learn about the

campaign and duplicate the demonstrations

According to health officials in Senegal, television in areas where it is

seen, succeeded in introducing the recipes and creating an interest in the fiejd

demonstrations. However, it was the field demonstrations, after which.women

could ask questions and taste the results, that were considered the most

effective_communication tool.

A major goal of many of the broadcasters is also to make viewers aware of

medical services which are available and encourage their use. It is thought that

many viewers are afraid of modern medicine because they are unfamiliar with it.

By following the healing process from diagnosis and treatment to rehabilitation,

On the television, the public is expected to develop more confidence in modern

medical practices.

Gabriel Koffi; the producer of "Droit Sante" on Radio Tel6vision Ivorienne,

suggests that health professionals, as well, can gain confidence in the healtn

care system they work in by watching his programme;

* * *

Just how successful the broadcasters are in meeting their goals of improving

the level of education of the general public through programmes on health remains

a mystery. The producers of the nine health programmes surveyed, like many

other African broadcasters, had no way of measuring how well their programmes

communicated their health care messages. Besides the occasional study on

audience size and letters from viewers, they had little idea of how their

programmes were being perceived.

However, the producers agreed that the chances for producing a programme

that accurately dealt with a health problem in a rural setting was greatly

increased by filming on location in a village.
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Of course, the same irony exists with broadcasts on health care as with

any other educationaltelevision broadcast: the people who need the information most

are the least likely to have televisions. In Libore Bangou Banda, Niger, however,

this isn't a problem. The government installed a black and white, solar-powered,

public television in the village square.

But according to Malick Abdoulaye, a teacher in the village, heal+h care

programming has had little effect on the villagers. Ke said that the village's

television contributed to making women more aware of general hygiene practices,

and the importance of the village infirmary and having their babies there. But

largely because he finds health care programming is broadcast too infrequently

to be effective and tends to be "hit and miss" with no follow up, he believes

television has not been an effective way in improving health care in the village.

As a rule, he says, the villagers don't understand the goal of educational

television. "There was an interesting programme on, where they took a traditional

recipe and changed it a bit by adding mashed beans. People watched it but nobody

thought of trying it. People here think television is just to divert them.

They tend to watch TV and not listen. There is silence when a singer is on TV

but murmuring when an information programme comes on."

Wilbur Schramm, in Mass Media and National Development, illustrates the

problems involved in communicating health care messages to rural audiences by

citing a film used in a health campaign in Peru to reduce the incidence of typhus

fever transmitted by head lice.

The film was found not to be understood by villagers. Though they recognized

the lice shown_on the screen as being lice, they said the lice in the film,

blown-up for clarity, were of a "giant" variety they were not familiar with.

They had also often seen purple spots on the body caused by the typhus but not

exactly the same hue of purple as the spots shown on the film. The villagers

concluded that the disear,e shown in the film affected other people but not them.
1

Schramm believes that television can be an effective medium for communicating

information about health care. But, like many other authors, he points out that

television can't do the job alone and the chances of reaching people and inspiring

them to take action are greatly increased if health broadcasts are combined with

field animation.

"In the case of rural populations, the planners of national health education
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campaigns generally agree that radio, television and film can very effectively

support the work of local personne1 ."2

Despite this proven potential, health broadcasters in the countries surveyed,

tend to work on their own. Only very occasionally some effort is made to

coordinate broadcast topics with other development support communications media.

And it is even rarer still to make health workers in the field aware of

upcoming broadcasts and organize group viewings followed by discussions.

Gabriel Koffi, the producer of "Droit de Sant6" on Ivorian television, feels

that his programme is not as effective as it could be because there is no

coordination between what he is doing and the work of health professionals in

the field.

"A network of nurses, midwifes, clinics and hospitals is already in place

but there's no money to animate the audio-visual input we are providing."

In all the countries surveyed there were occasions where the television

health programmes participated in national health campaigns such as encouraging

immunization or family planning. The multi-media campaigns might include: the

distribution of posters and comic books; radio and television spot advertisements

plus programes; and animation by field workers.

In countries like Niger and Senegal where the Ministries of Health produce

the health programmes and completely control their content, there is a greater

chance of the broadcasts being, at least, in line with government objectives.

By contrast, broadcasters in Nigeria and Ivory Coast are independent of the

Ministries of Health though dependent on them for sources of information. Interviews

with both producers and heal th officials revealed that neither structure is

satisfactory to either group.

If the producers go their own way, the health officials argue, there is a

risk that contradictory and confusing information will be diffused because the

content is not co-ordinated with Ministry efforts in the field. The producers

argue that the health officials are not experts in communications or education and

programme quality suffers the more control health officials exert. One producer

of a health care programme complained that the Ministry of Health in his

country wasn't showing enough interest in his efforts. He went for two years

without receiving any word from any Ministry officials.

The media in NigeHa enjoys probably the most freedom in black Mrica. Chris

Elbie, the programme director of NTA's channel 10 in Lagos, says it is important
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for producers to have a good working relationship with the Ministry of Health and

the station actively participates in launching nation-wide health campaigns.

"But if the Ministry takes over a programme the critical faculty is lost

and we are resticted from covering certain areas. The way we operate now, we

do what We like, and if they have a complaint they are free to come and give

their point of view on the air."

Ideally, a situation where television, radio, adult education planners,

field workers and Ministry of Health policy makers all co-ordinated their efforts

and the public is allowed to have a voice, even if it is somewhat critical,

seems to make the most sense.

This would give officials a better idea of the population's needs and reduce

the potential for putting out confusing and contradictory messages as well as

duplicating the work of one group by another.

But regardless of whether a programme was produced directly by the N'nistry

of Health or not, there has been a tendency to deal with the health problems of

the affluent, urban elite. Imported films on heart transplants or diabetes might

be shown, for example, and discussed by specialists. Several health programme

producers spent a large portion of their programming budgets filming operations

and other medical activities in fully-equipped hospitals in the capitals.

Though some of the programmes still have an urban elite bias, the

majority ate making more and more effort to present material relevant to the urban

poor and rural audiences. Several of the broadcasters interviewed cited two

major obstacles in giving health programmes a more pcpular orientation: the lack

of suitable foreign-produced audio-visual material on rural health care and the

medical professionals who provide much of the information for programmes.

The medical professionals tend to speak automatically to the elite, often

using scientific terms and are reluctant to deal with rural health problems or

attempt to communicate in a way less sophisticated viewers can understand, the

producers complained.

"The problem we have here is that too many of our experts speak over the

head of our viewers," Tala Ngai i Kambiauma, an educational television producer

in Zaire said. "The Doctors don't have the same goals as us and tend to stay

at the scientific level. We tell them to speak simply before being interviewed

but they find it difficult."
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And even if a health professional is a good grass roots communicator in a

European language, only a small percentage Of the population, 6 percent in Niger

for example; might understand it. If health broadcasts are done in various

African languages, the producers complain that they have difficulty finding

people to interview who have the right information on health care and the

capacity to communicate in several African languages.

Innovation and creativity; however; can make up for some of the difficulties

mentioned here, A good example is a programme on the Television Service of Oyo

State in Nigeria called "Ilera". It has a unique approach to redUcing the gap

between urban and rural medicine. Each week a traditional healer, a herbalist

and a modern doctor are invited to the TSOS studios to discuss how each one would

go about treating a particular ailment such as burns, migraines or diarrhea

They discuss symptoms, give their own Interpretations of cures, then comment

on each other's approaches;

"We feel our programme meets a social need for people to compare traditional

and mcdern medicine. Instead of competing we try to blend the tWO together SO

they can work hand in hand," Segun Ilupeju, the programme's producer said.

* * *

Few of the broadcasting professionals interviewed had any special training

in health care or developed pedagogical skills. They also complained of having to

work with severe budget restraints, which limited the amount of video-filming

they did outside the studio.

As a result, the health care programmes which were observed, were often very

dull (in many cases consisting of simply two or three people talking in a studio),

hurriedly put together and not very useful as an educational tool.

In fairness to the broadcasters, there is some good production talent in

the countries visited that, with further training and organizational support,

can contribute greatly to improving health programme quality. In fact, all the

parts needed to make television health care broadcasting more responsive to

people, who need the information to improve their lives, exists in all the

countries surveyed.
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* Some excellent production talent exists in each of the countries

surveyed that only needs to be reoriented through in-service training and

provided with the resources necessary to do a better job.

* Viewers have shown their interest in learning more about preventative and

primary health care in order to help themselves.

* There is a country-wide network of health-care workers available to help

broadcasters be moTe responsive to viewers' needs by providing feed back and group

animation in the field.

* Organizations like URTNA, the African broadcasting co-operative, and the Pan

African News Agency are giving broadcasters in various African countries the

opportunity of learning what their neighbors are doing in the health care field.

* International organizations are offering in-service training for broadcasters

to help them improve their skills as non-formal educators.

But in order to put all the parts together and ensure that more effective

health care programming is developed, decisive action by political leaders is

absolutely necessary. There are some encouraging signs. Many of the Health

ministries surveyed are taking MOM of an interest in development support

communications of all kinds and would like to get more out of their governments'

large investment in television.

This might lead to a change in the orientation of broadcasting systems

toward non-formal education and increased financial andmoral support for health

broadcasters.

Recommendations:

1) Co-ordinate the work of health programme broadcasters with that of

Ministry of Health officials, international aid organizations working in the

health sector radio producers and other big and small media.
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2) Use the network of health care workers spread through all African

countries to get feedback on how programmes are being perceived and also to

organize group viewing and discussions.

3) Increase the amount of video-filming done in rural areas and interviews

with crdinary people and both traditional healers and other health care workers

in the field.

4) Decrease the nuTber of interviews with urban medical professionals and

programming that is of interest only to a well-to-do urban elite.

5) Broadcast in as many different African languages as possible. The

documentary style lends itself to this goal because a voice-over or narration

can be added in several different languages to the same visual images.

6) Do what television does best: tell stories with pictures. Radio is a

better medium for group discussions and one on one interviews,

7) Adapt the extensive film libraries on UNICEF, UNESCO, WHO, Red Cross,

URTNA and other international organizations to local needs. These films are

often free or v2ry inexpensive and can add a lot visually to productions with

low budgets.

8) Either hire broadcasters with a background in health education, train

health workers in television production or send broadcasters to medical in-house

training seminars to increase awareness of health care questions.
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Footnotes

1

Wilbur Shramn, "Mass Media and National Development in Problems
Audio-Visuels", (January-February, 1983), p. 10.

2
Ibid., p. 10.
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TV for Development

in Cameroon: Learning

From Experience
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CaMeroon had a lot of good reasons why it hasn't develOped a television SySteM

until recently, even though toMe of her African neighbors have had television for 25

years;

Fermer Presiaent Ahmadou Ahidjo, when he announced the gOverhment'S slOW,

step-by-step approach in 1963, suggested that money would be better spent on other

development projects. Holding off on teleViti-Oh, he reasoned, would give radio the

resources and attention needed for it to develop Without being in television's shadow.

Ahidjo also envisioned a televi_sion service that covered the whole country,

was educational in nature, and broad-cast very few imported programmes. He adamantly

refused to develop the medium until he felt the country had the resources necessary

to meet his criteria.

"We think we will attach a parcicular importance in the beginning of televsion

to its educative role in Cameroon and avoid pUttiiA in place a television system

that is expensive and difficult to maintain without financial retourcet", the

former President said;

"Before starting we should ensure a re-serve of educational programming that

is adapted to the real needs of the viewer ahd that the lai,gest hOmber of

prOgraMMes possible are authentically Cameroon and African and reflect the charact,

and taste of the majOrity of viewers."

According to Emmanuel NGuiaMba, the perS-On ih -charge Of the television unit

at Radio-Cameroon, it was honed that by waiting until the 1980'S to deVelo0

Cameroon would be able to profit from the experience of other African

nations where the medium has been eVolVing over the last 25 years.

"By waiting for 25 years we are starting with the technology of the eighties.

WO also didn't want television just in the capita]. They are already priviledged

and it wouldn't be fair to the rest of the country which wouldn't benefit,"

Mr. NGuiamba said.

Over té last few years, Cameroon with the help of GerMan and French interests,

has established an impressive television diffusion network with 14 transmission

centres which, when fully operational; will reach 80 percent of Cameroon's

population of sig million with broadCast sighalS.

Television is scheduled to come on stream in CaMeroOn by the Ond of 1985.

There have already been three trial broadcasting weeks that went relatively

smoothly and gave the government and the general population a taste of what i
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come and hope that daily broadcasts were on the horizon.

Eric Chinje, the senior anglophone on the television unit staff, believes

that television couldn't be coming at a better tiae in Cameroon's history. The

country is relatively prosperous, large/y due to revenues produced by the e.crestic

oil indistry. President Paul Biya, who succeeded Ahidjo three years ago; has

Solidified pclitical control of the country after putting dewn an atteMpted toU0

d'etat in April of 1984.

A new political parte, the Cameroonian People's Democratic Movement, was

formed in 1985 ard promises major reforms and a move toward mire democratic

institutions. (The -7irst television broadcast in Caneroor was live coverage of

the party's founding meeting in Bamenda.) Also, three dynamic new Ministries

were created_in the same year: Women's Affairs, Higher Education and Scientific

Research; and Computer Services,

But despite the high spirits and optimism, some major structural problems

exist on the programming side of Cameroon Television (CTV) that, if not addressed

quickly, will risk the success Of the whole $200 milt;on (U.S.) projeet.

Several sources, representing media professionals in Cameroon, United Nations

communications consultants and interested academics, fear that Camel-loon has not

spent enough money, time and energy to prepare a programming infrastructure.

The cautious approach to software taken by the television services planners

may create problems now that the broadcasting hardware is operative and the public

and government are anxiously awaiting the fruits of the massive investment.

Cameroon Televisicn is fortunate enough to have a very talented nucleus of

production talent that have either been trained or worked abroad or have experience

with the national radio station. This core, often flying by the seat of their

pants and working under difficult circumstances in temporary studios, have managed

to put together some very respectable programming during the few weeks of

experimental broadcasting.

However, many of these broadcasters believe that the success of these

experiments have given authorities and the public a false sense of hope that

television will come on stream quicker than was origianlly planned.

There is concern among many of tho: involved in developing television

programming that there is a communication gap between them and the government. One

broadcaster suggested that a number of people in the government are unaware of the
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complexity of television production.

"I have the feeling that there are a lot of people who are expecting

programming miracles," another broadcaster said. "It comes as a surprise to people

that you can't just go out and shoot something on a little VHS (home video) camera

and turn around and put it on the air."

The production capacity of Cameroon Television was stretched to the limit

preparing programmes to be broadcast for 20 hours over a four-day period with two

months to prepare them. It seems, that at this point, there is little hope that

the goal .)..f producing a full schedule of domestic programming on a daily basis will

be met in the near future.

According to a consultant with the International Telecommunications Won not

only is thP shortage of manpcoier a handicap, but the fact that a piogramming

organizational structure ha5 been slow in developing has also hampered production.

"Just months before Cambroon television is expected to go on the air daily,

there is still no nrogramme outline, no schedule, no programming philosophy. No

decisions have been made on how many programs will be done or on what," he said.

The noble goal of giving television in Cameroon a major educational component

appears to be a major casualty in the lack of emphasis put on developing a

programming infrastructure. An effort has been made to extensively poll potential

viewers to find out what sort of information they would like television to

broadcast. Also, letters have been written to all the government Ministries

asking them what they want to see on television and how they can contribute to

programme development.

But this modest effort, though well intentioned, falls far short of what is

needed to give Cameroon Television the strong educational character that the

government intended to develop.

Part of the problem is that, instead of learning from the errors made by other

African countries, which, for the most part, have not done well establishing

education television, Cameroon appears to be repeating many of them.

"The politicians say they want educational television. But we're not taking the

educational television route," believes Jean-Vincent Tchienehom, the assistant

programming director of Radio Cameroon and an author on the subject of educational

television. "We are going to find ourselves with equipment and a structure that

doesn't respond to their initial demevd."

Tchienehom and others think that Cameroon's capacity to educate was greatly
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compromised the moment the decision was made to build a heavily centralize ,

homogenous structure.

"It's not by coincidence that Cameroon has two official languages and

hundreds of national languages. The nature of the country dictates that the

agricultural, health and educational problems in all the regions are dramatically

different."

"In these conditions; how can we produce programmes for the north, where there

is a shortage of water and trees and they grow cotton; and for the south, which is

largely tropical rain forest, to be seen in both areas. Even the economic

efficiency of a homogenized consumption of programming is dOubtful. Logically

educational television requires a decentralized structure.
2

There are no plans at present to establish regional television production

centers, though Radio Cameroon has set up a umber of Strong regional radio stations.

The television planners hope that the purchase of six mobile unitsithat can be

spread throughout the country and beam programmes back to Yaounde for broadcast

on the national network,will ensure that ne regions will be adequately covered by

Cameroon Television.

But even these mobile units are considered by some observers as another

example of where Cameroon has not been able to benefit; as much as it could have;

from establishing it's television service in the eighties. The costly mobile UnitS,

which are the size of very large mobile homes, are chock full of very sophisticated

and very sensitive video recording, editing and transmitting equipment.

During the trial broadcast period, the African heat, the irregular current,

the dust and handling by inexperienced operators took its toll on the equipment in

the mobile unit, which suffered a number of breakdowns. Similar problems were

incurred with the portable camera and recording units that many of the broadcasters

consideritoo sensitive and much too sophisticated for their needs

Admittedly, the equipment is capable of producing one of the sharpest,

clearest and most colourful images in the world. But if the very heavy and

cumbersome German=made equipment is constantly breaking down and the sophisticated

three-tube cameras need to be adjusted before each interview, as cameramen found to

be the case during the trial period, part of the advantage of modern technological

advances is lost. (Broadcast quality one-tube cameras with recording equipment

that can be carried and manipulated by one person and cost a fraction of the price

of the German equipment is on the market.)

* * *
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As mentioned earlier in thit paper, one of the reasons that the government of

Cameroon decided to hold off on the deVelbOteht of television until recently was

because it wanted to build up radio broadcasting. With its netWOrk Of i-egibhal

stations, the country has established a substantial radio broadcasting system.

Radio Cameroon's record in hOn=forMal educatiOn is particularly important

because the television planners hope to transfer pettonnel and e0ertite from

edUcational radio to educational television broadcasting. A survey of journalists,

producers and Ministry officials involVed with educational radio programming

revealed a great deal of dissatisfaction With the broadtattt.

The three prifiCipal complaints are that: (a) not enough air time is given to

educational broadcasts; (b) the Orb-grammes are mostly in European languages not

well understood by the listeners; and (C) the Oi..-00'aMMet are exceedingly boring

and exhibit few pedagogical or communications skills.

Jean-Vincent Tchienehom, the assistant programme director of Radio Cameroon

spent two years studying the communiCatiOnt heedt of Cameroon. He found that

there was no effort made to co-ordinate educatioral radio programming and it

suffered as a result.

"Educational programming is handicapped by a lack of orientation, lack of

creativity, too many imported programmes and no method of letting people know when

good programmes are going to be aired."

"However, the most serious OrObleM is the portion of broadcasting time given

to education. In a developing COUntry Where 3/5 Of the Population demand an

education to be able to better participate in national life, there iS hO ekcUte

that yoU Will find on the radio only one regular half-hour programme weekly on

agriculture and one on health care."3

He points out in his study, which was coMMiStioned by the Minitter Of

Information and Culture, that three quarters of the broadcasting time occupied

by programmino in the VerhacUlar languages was taken up by public notices, personal

messages and music, leaving little time fdr edUcatiChal programming.

Dr. Cecile Bomba-Wolo, who is in charge of training fOr the Minittry of

Health in Cameroon, agrees that the absence of co-ordination greatly reduces the

effectiveness of educational broadcasting.

"We can't minimize the effect of the mass media. But tad-lb it not up to

shUff. There are so many entertainment shows there is little place left for health
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programmes and the little we do is not co-ordinated. There is no system. Everyone

does a bit on their own. Women's Affairs organizes a programme on health. But

they don't contact us. If all the health section media work was co-ordinated

together; it would be better."

Because the programmes are not given a priority they are often broadcast

after 10 p.m. When the target audience, usually rural people, is asleep. And the

prime time broadcasting hours, between 6 and 8 p.m. are devoted to programmes in

English on the national network; though 80 percent of the listeners understand

French, if they understand one of the official languages.

Cameroon has a distinct disadvantage over many other African countries for

broadcasting in vernacular languages: there are 250 of them in the country. At a

retOlt, the educational programmes; which are broadcast on the national network for

the most part; are in the two Official languages: French and English Pidgin; a

sort of bastardized English, is arguably the most common language in the country,

but not a word of Pidgin is heard on the radio. (However, the Ministry of

Inftwmatioh and CUlture is studying the possibility of using Pidgin on the radio

to increase listener comprehension.)

A major criticism made of educational radio broadcasters is that thy tend to

interview experts and development professionals who often talk in technical terms

in French or English which just passes over the heads of the target audiences..

Gilbert Tsals Ekani, who produces radio programmes on agriculture, tayt that he

would like to feature more_farmers on his weekly programme. (There were only three

farmers featured over one 52-week period.)4 But he has difficulty finding farmers

who speak French well enough to go on the air;

A study done by INANDES, an organization which specializes in rural education,

revealed that radio listeners found it difficult to follow programmes that were

in French or English, languages "they don't master well".
5

"The rural people surveyed suggested that the programmes destined for them be

in vernacular languages and transmitted from the provincial stations. By broadcasting

in many languages there is a better chance of touching many listeners," the study

concluded.

The study also found that rural people thought they should have a greater

input into programme content, interesting programmes should be repeated and the

same programmes should be put on the air on several days and in different time

slots over the course of a week.
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Finally, to effectively communicate, educational programming has to entertain

as well as captivate and inform its audience. All those involved in broadcasting

in Cameroon admit that almost all educational radio programming in Cameroon is

very, very dull and hard to follow. In most cases, the programmes consist of

experts from various fields reading a paper over the air. There are few

discussions, few interviews and next to no input from listeners or those who

are supposed to benefit from the information.

"It is not pleasant to listen to. There are no journalists who ask questions

and no practcal questions from everyday life. Just lectures. People reading

from books," Dr. Bombo=NKolo says of the radio health programmes.

"We need to distract at the same time as educate. Mix in a bit of traditional

music, for example. People appreciate that much more than a formal course."

Several of those interviewed had major reservations about how the new

television service will be able to do educational programming considering Radio

Cameroon's dismal record.

"If we can't get it together to do radio, how in the world is television, which

is ten times as complicated, going to work," one educational radiu broadcaster said.

"We are already restricted financially and television costs a lot more. We might

be able to do a lot better if we had the funds to prepare programmes in the field.

But the only time we travel is on public relations tours with the Minister."

Tchienehom admits that radio's experience doesn't augur well for educational

television in Cameroon. The most obvious solution, according to Tchienehom is

to thoroughly study the possibilities for educational television and put powerful

structures in place to apply the recommendations and administer the programming.

"They can't do what we're doing in radio on television. There is a need for

some new communications policies for educational broadcasting," he said.

"(To avoid radio's errors) it is urgent to undertake studies by an

interdisicplinary committee representing (the various government sectors involved

in development education). And there is a need to identify, define and analyze

the communications needs in order to satisfactorily elaborate a strategy,

evaluate possible options and choose action in response to resources."6

* * *
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Only a handful of Ministries have responded to Cameroon Television's letter

soliciting interest in educational programmes. The Ministries of Agriculture,

Women's Affairs, Higher Education and Scientific Research, and Social Affairs are

all very interested in getting involved with the new television service.

Agriculture particularly anxious to strengthen its development-support

communications and has requested the Food and Agricultural Organization of the

United Nations to make recommendations on how it might do so.

"Agriculture is the priority of priorities and will need a lot of time on

the new television service," the Vice Minister of Agriculture Solomon NFor Gwei

said. "We are expanding and seeking ways of improving our communications service

with the coming of television because our efforts to reach farmers have not been

adequate in the past."

The Minister of Women's Affairs, Yaou Aissatou, says her Ministry is also

"NIE y interested" in using television to educate women.

"Women have been left out of traditional educational channels. We hope to

change mentalities, highlight problems, find solutions and convince women that

they can do anything that men can do."

The Minister hopes that televisions will eventually be placed in women's

centers around the country and animators at the centers will be trained to work

with the women following broadcasts produced by the Ministry in conjunction with

Cameroon Television.

The Ministry of Social Affairs is counting on television to help make the

general population iore aware of this low-profile Ministry and the services it

provides, according to administrator Laurent Tsoungui Ayissi.

The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research has another

communications problem. It finds thatmany of its reseamh results never get

applied in the field because of administrative bottlenecks.

The problem in the past has been in informing Ministry officials about results

and ensuring that they feed them into their extension service pipelines.

"We are making some very interesting discoveries but nobody does anything

about it," complai ;s Manfor Festus Ambe, a senior researcher with the Ministry.

"We hope television, because of its captivating nature, will raise up people's

interest and close the gap between producing results and putting them in practice."

Though these Ministries, among others, are enthusiastic about participating

in the preparation of educational television programming, there is a great deal of
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confusion over the dynamics of that participation. Those contacted generally agreed

that there was an urgent need for some kind of administrative structure to clarify

the situation.

"There is a need for the television unit to organize " Mr. NFor Gwei, the

Vice Minitter of Agritulture suggests;

"We are waiting for teleVitiOn tO tell us what we can do; Television has to

show us the _way to go to develop programming," tayt Madeline Koualham, who is in

chaege Of edUtatienal services for the Ministry of Women's Affairs. "WO Want to

show the activities of women and if there isn't enough production capacity at

Cameroon Television; we'll do it ourselvet. We're Waiting fOr an answer."

Dr. Bomba-NKolo at the Ministry of Public Health agrees that before televition

can be used to tUppOrt development, "priorities need to be defined."

Assuming that an educational teleVitiOn ttrutture is put in place and the

relationship between the Ministries and Cameroon TeleVition it better defined,

another major obttacle has to be hurdled to ensure that effective educational

programming is possible.

There is danger that there will not be enough journalists, producers and

direttOrt trained in television production, let alone educational teleVition

productiOn, tO meet the communications needs of the Ministries. The television

school that was part of the initial teleVition déVelopMent plan has been preoccupied

with training technicians to maintain the tnnsmission haedwaee. ThOugh 26 students

and EUrOPean teachers have been ready to start classes to develop programming staff

for over a year, that department still hasn't become operational.

E.S.S.T.I., the mass communicationt schOol at the Université de Yaoundé, has

OrOvided the majority of the radio and television journalists who are employed by

the Ministriet and ChaeOd With producing educational programming. But the

curriculum of the school tends tO be oey theorétital. For example, television

journalism students start to work with production equipment -only At the end of

their second year and only once a week even in their third year.

To further illustrate the lack Of priority given to educational television by

E.S.S.T.I., a 120 page document, published by the school on all facets of

television, devoted only one page to educational television. 7
There was coverage

of satellites, the social and moral implications of television, the history of

television, and even 15 pages on television's electrical waves and colour

temperatures, but hardly a word on educational television.
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Alto, the whole orientation of the school is to prepare journalists and not

producers of educational programming. No pedagogical skills or techniques are

taught. Also, E.S.S.T.I. graduates, as a rule, don't like to work for the

Ministries because the pay is lower than what is paid by newspapers, radio and

teleVitiOn and they see it as a dead end with no opportunities for career

advancement.

The net result is that educational television risks suffering the same

problems that educational radio has had in Cameroon: journalists trained in

western journalistic techniques, lacking animation and creativity. end up bringing

in experts to talk over the heads of the average person in European languages.

"Nobody is serious about what they are doing in educational broadcasting."

Jean-Vincent Tchienehbiii of Radio Cameroon said; "The notion is very important

but nobody has been trained how to do non-formal education through the media.

Some information is passed on to the radio listeners but no real education."

For many of those interviewed, television in Cameroon is at a crucial

crossroad. Now, while it is still in its developmental stage, the opportunity

exists to build up and foster a structure and develop talent to use televitibn to

educate the general population, as those who inspired the medium's development

envisioned. The choice is very clear: will television in Cameroon be merely a

very expensive instrument of prestige used to entertain the country's elite or

will it live up to_its promise of enlightening and educating the population as

a WhOle, contributing to Cameroon's development and national unity? Only time

will tell.

Recommendations:

1) Give educational television priority. Attach the most talented production

people to those programmes and ensure they have the resources and independence

needed to produce quality Work.

2) Ensure that educational programmes are broadcast at times that will

maximize exposure to their target populations. Certainly if the primary

orientation of the medium is to educate, those programmes should be broadcast in

prime time. The s:ots before or after the evening news are particularly good.

3) Educational television shouldn't be bbrinl. It should capture the

dynamism of reality; Nething is duller than two paople sitting talking to each

other. Radio doet that jutt as well and cheaper; Television is pictures telling
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stories. Create "teachable moments" by mixing in entertainment with enlightenment.

4) Involve ordinary people in productions. Interview them Show them

doing things. Find out whay they expect and want. Experts can tell people

what they should do toichange but if people don't understand and decide they

want to, nothing is going to move.

5) Improve the chances of educational television's message sinking In by

organizing discussions led by trained animators following group viewings of

programmes.

6) Use television to train, inform and co-ordinate the work of extension

workers in the field. Though the benefit of instant feedback is lost, it is still

a cheaper method of conducting in-service education than bringing employees

together in one location.

7) Establish a Development Support Communications superstructure to

co-ordinate, not only the work of television programming, but that of radio,

newspapers and the small media. If the job is too big for one organization, it

might be divided up into areas such as: agriculture, health, etc. and others.

8) Ministries might be wise to train their own personnel in media techniques

or ensure that the current source, the Ministry of Information and Culture and

E.S.S.T.I., take measu..es to prepare professionals to produce educational

programming.

9) Depending on the degree of co-operation between the Ministries and

Cameroon Television vis-a-vis production capacity, the Ministries could benefit

from purchasing and operating their own portable television recording equipment.

This would allow them greater flexibility for recording and editing could be done

at the Cameroon Television studios.

10) If the resources aren't available to produce as much material in the

field as would be desired, educational films from international organizations and

various countries can be aired and followed by discussions which re* te the

content to Cameroonian experience.

11) Don't bite off more than can be chewed. If the production capacity is

being strained to produce a weekly programme, produce bi-weekly, monthly or just

specials. It makes more sense to repeat a well produced programme several times

+han quialy produce shoddy work just to fill a time slot. One way of starting

slow is by producing educational material to be broadcast on news or public affairs

programmes or in the form of spot advertisements or public service announcements.
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Conclusion:

Yes to Television

But at What Price?
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Most of the ingredients necessary to "reinvent television" and radically

change its present orientation already exist in Africa. Some considerable talent

has been developed in film and television production; netWorks of field workers

(agricultural agents, teachers and health workers) are already operating and the

urban poor and rural populations have been receptive to information on development

in Ivory Coast and other countries which have managed to reach them with a

coMbination of educational programming and field animation.

If television is going to be used as a tool for development it will be the

combination of newly developed technologies -- solar power, satellites, low-cost

portable video equipment -- and the decentralization of the medium that will make

it pottible.

Field animation or having someone on the spot explaining what is on the

screen and answering questions can be the glue needed to make the technOlogy=

delivered messages stick. In fact, the argument can be that informal education

via television is very rarely successful unless there is that link between the

broadcasts and the field workers of the agencies of social change.
1

People can move along the road to progress if offered alternatives and are

encouraged to open up to new prospects and opportunities. TelevisioL car.

contribute by showing the way to improved healti care, agricultural practices

and other means of attaining social and economic prosperity.

But in order to do this, television has to he allowed to do what it does

best: communicate a variety of ideas and points of view, constructively criticize,

inform and stimulate debate, or, in other words, feSter an open free exchange

between all those involved in the development process.

To be sure, large sums of money are being spent on building and operating

broadcasting systems in all but a few African countries. ?ut before television

can be "reinvented" and play a more important role in supporting and promoting

development, dynamic and courageous political leadership must want it do do so.

It remains to be seen how much political will exists to mould the medium

into a force for:inspiring effective change and giving it the freedom to work

towardt that goal.

Admittedlyi in the sikties and seventies, when the majority of African

nations developed their broadcasting systems, there was no way of predicting the

technological revolution which would make it possible to decentralize broadcasting

systems and open them up to a larger percentage of the population.
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NOw; there is the possibility of putting, simple to operate; inexpensive,

cne-tube video cameras, in each region of a country, to be used by local

populations to express and 6(01a-in td eaCh other and officials their views,

opinions, progress and needs regarding development.

Jean Vincent Tchienehom of Radio-Cameroun finds "narrowcasting" Or

community television rather than "broadcatting" holdt the greatest hope for

televition in AfriCa.

"More and more with miniaturizd and low-cost material there is the possibility

to produce television for your heighbers on demand. In countries like Cameroon

that have a great cultural diVertity and modest material and human resources, we

thOuld look at alternatives to centralized television. In the 1950's it was

the only technology available and now we can see its inadequacies.
2

* * *

A major obstacle in changing the orientation of African television broadcasting

towards communications for development, is the broadcasters. In the countries

surveyed the majority of writert, prOdUcers, directors and journalists were

either odue:ated in the west or used western programming as their inspiration for

productions. Because the broadcasters, for the most part, are part Of the

educated, urban elite their programmes tend to Speak to that sector of society.

The authort Of Br-bad-casting in the Third World suggest that the first step

toward making television more responsive to development goals and creating a

uniquely African television, is to intrOduce broadcasters to concepts of

deVelOpMent for commdnicationt and expose them to rural village and shanty toun

life 3

"Perhaps the luxury of immersing producers in their own cultures and forming

creative groups of broadcastert, thholars and carriers of the tradition, who will

Olah ttheddlet and ihVent programmes together, holds out a fragile hope that

broadcasting might live up to its promise of contributing to cultural continuity,
"4

The general manager of the Nigeria Television Authority station in Ibadan;

Africa's first station; agrees that there is a need to make producers more aware

of development needs bUt adds that 611 the blame for television's failure to live

Up to itt promite thouldn't be thouldered by the broadcasters. Bayo Sanda, the
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Ibadan GM, finds the objectives of television broadcasting have never been clearly

defined.

"No one advised us to serve an elitist segment of the populatim There has been

no planned strategy and programming has been uncoordinated with any other develop-

mental efforts. The various officials have to decide what they want to do with

television, identify the Oroblems and allow us to go ahead and deal with them."

* * *

The two words that are most heard in discussions of the use of television for

development in Africa are "means" and "potential." The general feeling among

government officials, broadcasters and international aid donors is that television's

time is going to come to the continent. But as it stands now, television in

support of development is believed by many to be a squandered resource and it

remains to be seen when and if African nations will have the resources necessary

and the desire to make television a truly popular medium.

The international donors can be expected to continue helping to train

broadcasters and finance some non-formal educational programming and coproductions.

But spokesmen for the organizations contacted said the donorS can't be counted oh

for much more in the near future;

Organizations such as the World Bank; UNESCO and UNICEF, among others; invested

heavily in educational television over the laSt two decades. But since the-se

projects are considered by many to have ended ultimately in failure, most foreign

aid organizations have turned their backs on television, preferring more cost-

effective communications media to support deVelopMeht.

Foreign sources certainly aren't prepared, at this point, to provide the

massive financing necessary to make televon different from what it is now.

Wilbur Schramm has great reservations about television ever realizing its potential

in Africa: "It can be said that television has never been used to itS fdll

capacity in aid of economic development. It can also be said that it may never

be financia'ily poSSible tO do either."
5

* * *
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Television is undoubtably a very potent and compelling medium. It eaily

attracts audiences. A television viewer doesn't have to be literate to

understand the message and producing a program for television is much easier than

making a film. Television if compared to radio is by far the better medium for

communicating information. Television can do everything that radio can and much

more. Because of the combination of sound and pictures, television can be used

to communicate messages that might be very difficult to follow on the radio. 6

Why then are so few development professionals and communications specialists

so cool to the idea of using television to support development preferring

radio and smaller media instead? The answer is simple. Television, despite

the massive amounts of money being funnelled into it by African governments,

still reaches relatively few people and is very expensive to operate.

Even in Ivory Coast where an extraordinary effort has been made to blanket

the country with television signals, still only 12.4 percent of the population in

the interior, said they were informed by television in a UNICEF/Ministère de la

Santa study. The study, which included 331 respondants in 48 villages around the

country, revealed that 65 percent got their news and development information from

the radio.

Zaire, like many other African countries, is caught in a very serious

dilemma. Just paying off the debt incurred in building the television broadcasting

infrastructure and keeping the system operating with a minimal amount of domestic

programming swallows up 90 percent of the government's communications budget.

"A contradiction exists here in Zaire. There is no money for television to

produce development programmes because television is expensive to produce. Radio

is cheaper to produce but television uses up all the money. The result is that

not much in the way of development education gets done in either mass media," one

journalist in Zaire remarked.

When :bmparec with the money spent on television, radio is the poor sister.

Racine Sy, the former director of Senegal's very successful Radio-Rurale, claims

that small radio stations could be established in every town in Senegal if the

radio section had the television section's budget. He complains that radio and

television are supposed to be developed together but television has priority and

uses up the vast majority of l'Office de la Radioffusion Télévision Senegal budget.

Even an organization as committed to small media forms of development support

communications as l'Eglise du Christ du Zaire spends 30 percent of its budget on
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television productions compared to 17 percent for radio and 38 percent for small

media such as slide shows, posters, flip charts and so on.

However, the feeling, among many of those who criticize the high cost of

television and its difficulty in reaching more than a small percent?ge of the

population, is that television's time is going to come despite its problems.

Allan Kulakow of the Academy for Educational Development in Washington, D.C.

in a study of rural radio in the Sahel region was surprised to find how quickly

television's influence was growing in the region.

"It was clear during the visits that television is playing an increasingly

important role in soge countries, one that cannot be ignored despite a continued

conviction that radio is more practical and realistic as a tool for development

support....Television despite its problems, cann u:. be ignored, and its growth

will be encouraged by national governments."
7

The question that must be asked by national governments and interrational

organizations is this: Can television be made more cost effective to justify

its existence in the near fLture? If the ability of television to communicate

development messages is not improved by a dramatic increase in public access to

the medium through a wider transmission of signals and group viewing, combined

with field animation, televon will remain a drain on public treasuries. At

this point in its short history, African television is not a very effective

educator and is taking the lion's share of very limited communications resources.

We have seen in thi e. paper how successful and cost-effective other forms of

development support communications are, compared with television.

Should national governments continue with television full speed ahead while

other media and methods hold so much more proven potential at a fraction of the

cost? Yes, television can't be ignored. But at what cost?
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if the fabulous expense of broadcast television can be justified in

developing countries, the medium must attempt to serve and reach the vast

majority of the 00010 on the continent who need information on development

mcst: the rural population.

Both Niger and Ivory Coast have made great ttrides in covering their

cbOntriet With broadcast signals and placing government=purchased ahd

maintained televisioht in villages for group viewing.

Children in Libore Bangou Banda in Niger; shown mere; are watching a

selar-PoWered black and white television set placed in an old beoad stall in

the villa-go Centre. The television is maintained by the Societe Nigerienne de

Television, which is owned ih part by the government and in part by private

interests._

A technician, in the second pic, is testiny one of the 450 panels which

will be placed in villages thit year. So far; 1;050 televisions have been

placed in villages, 800 of which ape boihg rUn On solar-power.

In the third pic, another technician repairs a village television. Mott

of the repairt, howeVer, are done on the spot in villages by simply replacing

book=sized chassis and takihg the faulty component, and not the whole receiver;

back to the Niamey repair shop.

In the last pic; we see a group television viewing centre bUilt by the

village chief in Attitihii IVOry Coast. Nigeria's military government has

launched a campaign to get well=payed Urban dWellerS to pool their resources

and donate televisions and build group=viewing centret in their native villages.
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FORMAL EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION A FAILURE

147

Televisions were placed in 70 percent of the schools in Ivory Coast as

part of the world's largest experiment with educational television. But after

10 years and very disappointing resultS, (the performance of the television

educated students on tests was substantially below that of the conventionally

educated students) the use of television in the formal, classroom instruction

of children in Ivory Coast has been abandoned and is largely considered a

failure.

SHowever, the televisions placed in the village schools, like this one in

N'Oriko, are being watched by adults in the evenings who are interested in

non-formal educational broadcasts on rural development.

The Ministère de Développement Rurale has started to hire animators to

work around the country and watch the programmes with the villagers. They will

also explain the messages, answer questions and lead discussions after viewings.

Without the absolutely crucial input of animators in the field to stimulate

discussion which leads to action, the mass media has little chance of bringing

about change.

One of the reasons educational television failed in Ivory Coast was because

it was unidirectional. You can't ask a television receiver questions and it

doesn't see if you are understanding the message or not.





MAKING DEVELOPMENT TELEVISION WORK

149

Some of the most exciting development support television in Africa is

being produced in one of the continent'S pOoreSt countries: Niger;

Many African countries, like Zaire and Zambia, those to invest in a

high=prestige; expensive, centralized; broadcasting centre and, as a result,

are left with fed resources to produce much more than studio interviews.

Niger, by contrast; has opted for pOrtable Video eqUipMeht and video-films

more than half its programmes on location, more often than not, in rUral

villages. Télé=Sahel also has concentrated its resources on the non=formal

education of youth and adults.

We see here an example of a "teachable mOMent" in the Making which will

be part of the weekly Tele-Sahel youth programme "Magazine de JeutiesSe.

The producers mix light entertainment, shot at a youth centre in a popular

quarter in Niamey, with a discussion by youths arid COMMOnity leaders on

problems fated by young people.

The music and dance attraCt viewers who otherwise wouldn't be intereSted

in the discussion.

I/
In the third pictu-e; women from a rural area near Abidjan; Ivory Coast,

perform a traditional dance for the Television Ivoirienne studio CaMerat.

Unfortunately, despite the central role women play in rural economies in

Africa, they are. more often than not, ignored by the medium except for singing

and dar:ing or the occasional "women's programme" on health and child care or

domestic chores.

Almost no mention is ever made of women in programmes on rural development

even though women spend two thirds of their time working in the agricultural

sector and produce almost half the food consumed on the continent.
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TELEVISION VS. RADIO

151

Television can do everything radio can and much more. Because of its

combination of pictures and sound, television can be used to communicate

messages that might be difficult to follow on the radio. Why is it then, that

all international aid organizations prefer to support the development of radio

over television? Cost-effectiveness and reath.

A community radio station could be set up in every town of 10,000 or

MOre for What it costs to build and operate one national television station.

One hour of television programming costs as much as 20 times as much to produce

as an_hour of radio and television sets are between 20 and 30 times as expensive.

In Ivory Coast, where 80 percent of the country is covered by televiSiOn

signalS, only 12.4 percent of the rural population said in a recent poll that

they were informed by television compared to 65 percent by radio.

Radios, as we see in this pic taken in Zaire, are also very portable.

They can be listened to while doing other activities like household chores or

farm work.
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DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS AND SMALL MEDIA

153

Films, slide shows, film strips, flannelographs, posters, t-shirts,

flash cards, flip charts, picture and comic books and video cassettes are

all potent tools for communicating development messages when placed in the

hands of field workers and animators.

If combined with the mass media -- radio, television and, to a lesser

extent, newspapers -- the chances of reaching large numbers of people and

affecting social and economic changes are greatly increased.

This one-two punch of small and big media working together has been

proven to i)e the most effective way for mobilizing people to participate in

their own development.

The mmbe

in the villagc

Sant! Pour Tous programme's Committee for Development

-. Zaire have been trained in the use of a variety of

small media whi e introduce the possibilities for village

development

11
The committee, supported ,j audio-visual materials on water-borne

diseases and the advantages of giving birth in a clinic, inspired the

12
construction of a filter on the village water source and a clinic staffed by

a nurse and midwife.

The committee is now sharing the same materials with other villages and

discussing its successes.

13
In the fourth pic we see a billboard in Kinshasa, Zail which makes the

link between untidyness and malaria.
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COST-EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT

The PANAFTEL micro-wave communications network, whiCh links some of

the poorest coOntrieS in Africa in the Sahel region, is considered an

expensive white elephant by many Canadian aid Officials, even though Canada

invested heavily in the construction of it.

The System is a long way from being financially selfsuffitient ahd is

frequently inoperatiVe because some of the countries on the network can't

afford the fuel to operate the relay Station generators.

14 Niger has invested in PANAFTEL relay stati,,ns, like the One ShoWil here

in Niamey, as well as a satellite ground receiving station and a color

television network.

The argument might be made, that if the counti-y had not Spent so much

money on these high-prestige communications projects, it might not have had to

cut its budding network of rural animators, who took films, slides and other

small development support communications media into the villages, for

budgetary reasons.

The small media have a much lower profile than the big media but have a

much better track record in inspiring rural development.




